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MESSAGES UNDER THE SEA

Professor John Fothergill
Lecture given on 7th December 2020

A brief history of the development of submarine telegraph cables – a story of 19th century ingenuity, 
entrepreneurship, and perseverance – and perhaps the start of the information age.

Means, Motive and Opportunity

Engineering inventions, rather like murders, require 
means, motive and opportunity� These three criteria 
coexisted in 19th century Britain for the development 
of telegraphy using electricity� Indeed, there wasn’t 
really any other use for electricity at the time�

The means were provided through the invention of 
the battery by Volta� Inspired by Galvani’s observation 
that two different metals connected would cause a 
frog’s leg to kick, Volta showed that the two metals in 
a circuit could generate an electrical current� In 1780, 
Volta made a stack of alternate layers of copper and 
zinc discs, each separated by brine-soaked cardboard, 
now known as a Voltaic Pile� I estimate that this would 
have produced around 15 volts (the unit of electrical 
potential named after Volta)� In 1820, Hans Ørsted, 
using a voltaic pile, showed that an electrical current 
would deflect a magnetic compass needle. The means 
were then available, since the sender of a telegraph 
could make and break an electric circuit in one place, 
and the resulting needle deflection could be observed 
in another place�

In Britain, motive and opportunity were provided 
by the burgeoning railway system, the first inter-
city line between Manchester and Liverpool having 
been opened in 1830� The railways required 
communications that were faster than trains, 
but they also provided the opportunity of laying 
cables alongside the lines, as well as the capital 
investment� In 1837, William Fothergill Cooke, who 
had seen a demonstration of a prototype electric 
telegraph designed by Russian military officer, Baron 
Schilling, recognised this business opportunity� He 
was introduced by Faraday to Professor Charles 
Wheatstone of King’s College, London� The two 
formed a short-lived partnership that provided 
telegraphs; their receivers used magnetic needles 
deflected by electrical currents to point to letters 
(Figure 1) and later numerals� The railway telegraphs 

were brought to the public’s attention when a 
murderer, John Tawell, was caught in 1845 having 
tried to make his escape on a train from Slough to 
Paddington� Unfortunately for him, his crime was 
“cabled” through to London where he was arrested� 

The dot-dash code of Samuel Morse was developed in 
the USA around 1844 and became more commonly 
used as it only required one circuit rather than Cooke 
and Wheatstone’s five wires. 

Cables under the Sea

Wires strung along telegraph poles were the principal 
method to transmit railway telegrams; electrical 
cables, in which the conductor is surrounded by 
an insulator, had yet to be invented� The obvious 
candidate for the conductor material was copper, 
but even this needed new refining techniques to 
remove impurities which would significantly reduce 
its conductivity� Fortunately, artifacts made from gutta 
percha, a resin obtained from trees in Singapore, had 
been exhibited at a meeting of the Society of Arts in 
1843� Gutta percha is a thermoplastic material: it is 

Figure 1: An early telegraph receiver/sender used by Cooke 
and Wheatstone in the Science Museum, London  

(Author’s photograph)
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solid at room temperature but can be moulded into 
any shape when heated� The meeting prompted the 
formation of Gutta Percha Company in London� In 
Germany, Werner von Siemens demonstrated its use 
as a cable insulating material, resulting in 1848 in 
the first underground telegraph line - running from 
Berlin for 12 miles� Gutta percha remained the prime 
material for submarine cable insulation until the 
invention of polyethylene in 1933�

The means for undersea cables were therefore 
established� In 1850 a cable connected Calais to 
Dover, but the signal became so jumbled that not even 
Napoleon III’s message could be transmitted and the 
following day, the line was dead� However, next year 
a much more substantial cable was laid, and simpler, 
slower telegraphy was used� On 13th November 1851 
it was recorded that “The opening and closing prices 
of the Funds in Paris were known on the London Stock 
Exchange within business hours …”� 

Cables under the Irish Sea, under the Black Sea over 
some 350 miles, and considerable lengths of overland 
cables in the USA soon followed�

Crossing the Atlantic

The development of a transatlantic telegraph cable 
was possibly the greatest business and engineering 
undertaking of the 19th century� In 1854, Cyrus Field, 
a 34-year-old who had made a fortune as a paper 
merchant, proposed a cable from Newfoundland to 
Ireland to English-born engineer, Frederic Gisbourne� 
At this point, it was not understood how to stop the 
“jumbling” of signals down such a long cable or how 
to detect them as they became very weak, whether the 
insulation would withstand the depths of the sea, how 
such lengths could be insulated, what the effects of 
tides and currents would be, what sort of ship or laying 
machinery would be required, what the composition 
and topography of the seabed was, OR how much it 
would cost� 

A US naval survey concluded “… the distance … is 
about 1600 miles; and the bottom of the sea … is 
a plateau, which seems to have been placed there 
especially for the purpose of holding the wires of 
a submarine telegraph, and of keeping them out of 
harm’s way�” 

Sir William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) developed a 
“mirror galvanometer” for detecting weak electrical 
current signals; Siemens invented a machine to 

insulate the wire; and finance was raised through 
the US and British governments, and by forming the 
“Atlantic Telegraph Company”�

The first two cables were beset by problems resulting 
in the cables being lost� But a third attempt in 1858 
enabled Queen Victoria to send a signal to US 
President Buchanan on 16th August 1858� Although 
the 95-word message took 16�5 hours to transmit, 
and the cable failed three weeks later, the project 
had proved that the concept was at least possible, 
whetting the appetite of businesses to support 
another attempt�

It took seven years to improve the cable design 
and the cable handling and grappling gear, and to 
commission Brunel’s Great Eastern, which sailed 
with 2,800 miles of cable and 8,000 tons of coal in 
1865� Unfortunately, the cable broke a few hundred 
miles from the destination, and they had insufficient 
rope to grapple for it� John Pender, a wealthy British 
textile merchant, took on the project and a second 
successful cable was laid the following year� The 
ship even managed to retrieve and connect the 1865 
cable� Since this time there has not been a single day 
without cable communication functioning between 
Europe and America. Messages were quickly flowing 
at a minimum cost of $100 for ten words and the faith 
of the investors was rewarded� 

Figure 2 is one of six paintings documenting the 
transatlantic cable project� The painting depicts the 
scene aboard the ship off the Newfoundland coast� A 
message has been sent to Britain and they anxiously 
await the reply, all eyes on the light beam watching to 
see the mirror galvanometer move� 

Figure 2: Awaiting the Reply by Robert Charles Dudley, ca 
1866. (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.)
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James Clerk Maxwell parodied Tennyson’s poem “The 
Splendour Falls” in Nature (6, 46 (1872) finishing 
each stanza with an exhortation for the light beam to 
move: the first stanza finishes:

Flow, current! flow! set the quick light-spot flying! 
Flow, current! answer, light-spot!  
flashing, quivering, dying.

Porthcurno

Porthcurno, a beautiful bay in Cornwall near Land’s 
End, was destined to become the most-connected 
place on the planet. Pender, having led the final 
successful transatlantic cable installation, formed the 
Falmouth, Gibraltar and Malta Telegraph Company in 
1869 with an eye to connecting Britain to its empire� 
A cable was initially laid from Malta to Porthcurno 
(via Gibraltar and Portugal) and later to Bombay� 
Porthcurno was chosen rather than Falmouth, as it 
was feared that anchors from ships in Falmouth would 
snag the cable� Porthcurno also had a telegraph link to 
Penzance and thence to London� Typically, messages 
to Bombay would take about 9 minutes, considerably 
less than the six weeks for the journey of a ship� 

By June 1872, Pender had amalgamated his various 
companies into the Eastern Telegraph Company with 
100,000 miles of submarine telegraph cable in 1880� 
By his death in 1896, he effectively controlled both 
the operation and manufacture of most of the longest 
cables in the world�

In the Second World War, Porthcurno’s strategic 
significance was recognised: cable transmissions 
were far more difficult to intercept than those of radio. 
Cornish miners were tasked to move the wireless 
monitoring station underground and blasted two 
tunnels into the granite hillside, each about 50 metres 
long and 8 metres in diameter� These were protected 
by blast-proof doors and military personnel� The site 
was never attacked and formed an integral part of the 
war effort�

Many of the artifacts from this time as well as 
exhibitions explaining the invention of electricity and 
Morse code, and modern-day communications can 
now be seen at the Porthcurno Museum of Global 
Communications which is partly based in these 
tunnels� To this day, telecommunication cables come 
into Porthcurno bay� 

After the second world war, valve technology enabled 
telephone (as opposed to essentially Morse code 
telegraphy) over long distance cables, with up to 
4,000 telephone channels across the Atlantic in 1976�

Lasers, Optical Fibres and the Internet

With the concurrent 1960s developments of 
semiconductor lasers and optical fibres providing the 
means, and the opportunity provided by the internet, 
around 380 undersea cables now carry over 99�5% of 
all transoceanic data, running for 750,000 miles across 
the ocean floor. The internet connects over 60% of 
the world’s population, linking almost 5 billion users� 
Without it, this online talk for the Leicester Lit&Phil 
would not have been possible�

Principal Sources of Information

R�M� Black, The History of Electric Wires and Cables, Peter 
Peregrinus, 1983

C� Bright, The Evolution of the Submarine Telegraph, Mins 
Proc� ICE, 157, 330-366 (1904)

J� Hecht, Optical Cables take to the Sea, New Scientist, 
1986, 53-56

JE Packer, Messages under the Sea, presented at the 
Sixteenth I�E�E� Week-End Meeting on the History of 
Electrical Engineering, 1-3 Jul 1988

http://atlantic-cable.com//
https://doverhistorian.com/2014/12/20/channel-

submarine-telegraph-and-telephone-cables/
Porthcurno Museum of Global Communications (with 

special thanks to John Packer, the Curator)
Information Age gallery, Science Museum
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THE UNFASHIONABLE JANE AUSTEN

Professor Nigel Wood
Lecture delivered on 11th January 2021

The sole likeness of Jane Austen drawn during her lifetime is this pencil and watercolour sketch by her sister, 
Cassandra, usually dated as 1810 (now in the National Portrait Gallery). It is hardly flattering: there is an 
incisiveness in the gaze, yet there is also a nose that verges on the aquiline, a feature that is not mitigated here. 

For more public show, however, there have been 
more romantic versions, and the one that has been 
more pervasively distributed is the one commissioned 
by her nephew, James Edward Austen-Leigh, for his 
Memoir of Jane Austen of 1870� 

James Andrews’s portrait (now held at the family’s 
archive at Chawton House), although modelled on 
the sketch, is softened and the hawkishness all but 
removed� Whereas the Cassandra sketch accentuates 
the defensively folded arms, this shows a more placid 
pose� This example is only one item in how her legacy 
has developed a momentum of its own, towards the 
safety of costume drama and the settled confines of 
village life� 

Yet if one looks closely at Austen’s life, year on 
year, such serenity was rarely hers� Indeed, 1804 
had to be a time for her of steadfast control; her 
mother had become chronically sick the year before, 
and, prefiguring the Dashwoods from Sense and 
Sensibility (1811), the Austens had to contend with 
impoverishment, especially on the death of her father 
in 1805, leaving the sisters as principal carers of their 
mother and in a series of cramped rented lodgings in 
Bath, a city Jane found, far from fashionable, dirty and 
congested� Indeed, George Austen had resigned his 
living as Rector of a well-to-do parish in Steventon 
in 1801, a quixotic gesture meant to establish the 
favoured son, James, in his place and mistakenly 
believing that the family’s circumstances would not 
be deeply reduced� Slowly, the Austens clawed back 
some social prestige at Chawton from 1809 onwards 
– but with a reduced library and no piano (all sold 
during the Bath sojourn)� 

There is no single Jane Austen; indeed, the mere fact 
that she dealt in fortunate endings to her narratives 
is deceptive, for the progress to safety becomes 
markedly darker in her writing, and Mansfield Park 
(1814) is usually regarded as a step away from the 
easy road to romantic closure� Fanny Price is by no 
means an immediately attractive protagonist and 
her eventual husband, Edmund Bertram, a “mere” 
clergyman, hesitant and sometimes ill-suited to the 
glare of high society� The contrast with the visitors 
to the Bertram estate at Mansfield, Henry and Mary 
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Crawford - urbane, witty and well-off – becomes 
distinct halfway through the plot; yet in order to 
attain the ordered and secure position that Austen 
designs for them, they have to be proof against their 
seduction� Indeed, Fanny – the niece offered middle-
class status amongst the Bertrams – has to consider 
ethical principle as preferable to sociable glitter and 
high society conformity� Brought up in Portsmouth, 
then a bustling port and full of naval recruits, Fanny 
must adjust to quiet entitlement at Mansfield instead 
of hand-to-mouth struggle� In Portsmouth Point 
(1811), Thomas Rowlandson captured this energy and 
disorder of a port and naval hub during wartime� 

Alongside the interest in pairings-off, it is clear that 
Austen has wider aims� Contrary to much literary 
critical opinion from her first readers, it has recently 
become evident that it was with the publication of 
Mansfield Park that the romantic details called forth 
comment on social change and gender dynamics� 

The first subtextual issue has to do with the source of 
the Bertram wealth� Austen is oblique in her comments 
on this� Fanny, having grown up in Portsmouth, is at a 

disadvantage in the Mansfield setting, and her refusal 
of Henry Crawford’s offer of marriage seems foolhardy: 
here lies economic security, but she is not to surrender 
to such pragmatism, however much there is pressure 
so to do� Sir Thomas Bertram cannot comprehend this 
resistance and its ethical basis� He is, however, not 
in a position to argue from the moral high ground� 
The first mention of economy is in Book 1 chapter 3, 
when Mrs Norris characteristically enquires of Lady 
Bertram about the family fortunes: “Why, you know, 
Sir Thomas’s means will be rather straitened if the 
Antigua estate is to make such poor returns�”

“Oh! that will soon be settled� Sir Thomas has been 
writing about it, I know�”� 

There is doubt here as to whether Mansfield is a 
gentrified legacy; it would appear not. Indeed, the 
potentially precarious state of this income stream 
leads to a rather abrupt visit to Antigua by Sir Thomas 
and his wayward son� Antigua is not a negligent 
choice of location – a site of sugar cane cultivation 
since 1674 and known for its rapid enslavement of 
some 150 African “visitors” alongside indigenous 
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labour� The widespread publicity about such a 
situation was given impetus by the need to suppress 
workers’ insurrections, such as Prince Klaas’s in 1736 
(that led to his execution)� The analogy with the need 
to keep his European estate in order would not have 
been lost on Austen’s first readers as he returns to 
find his children plus London arrivals about to put 
on amateur theatricals: a performance of Elizabeth 
Inchbald’s adaptation of Kotzebue’s Lover’s Vows that 
highlighted illegitimacy and a crossing of upstairs/
downstairs borders� 

It was also unlikely that this knowledge of Antiguan 
affairs would have been simply abstract� Here is an 
extract from “An African Story”, transcribed in Fanny 
Austen’s pocket-book, dated 1809:

… her wrists still bore marks of chains, and he 
concluded that she, like himself, must have become 
the victim of the white marauders� Her ravishers, 
however, had, in common with the objects of their 
brutality, met their fate…

(reprinted in Clare Tomalin, Jane Austen: A Life 
[Penguin, 1997], p� 292)� 

Indeed, Austen noted a society wedding, the expense 
of which may well have been met by plantation assets� 
Her account in her letter to Francis Austen (3 July, 
1813) is clear in assigning “Miss Lewis’s” attraction to 
Antiguan funds: 

I wonder whether you happened to see Mr� Blackhall’s 
marriage in the Papers last Jany� We did� He was 
married at Clifton to a Miss Lewis, whose Father had 
been late of Antigua … I have something in hand 
[Mansfield Park] – which I hope on the credit of P 
& P will sell well, tho’ not half so entertaining� (Jane 
Austen’s Letters, ed� Deirdre Le Faye [Oxford, 1995], 
pp� 216-17)� The evidence is there to associate the 
composition of Mansfield Park and slavery� 

Fanny’s unfashionable qualities underlie Austen’s 
determination not to obey the tides of fashion� She 
is an acerbic witness of the rage for “improvement” 
that is given narratorial shape in Mr Rushworth’s 
clueless search for alteration of his estate in the most 
modern way� For hints as how to accomplish this, he 
turns to Crawford, who in turn parrots the landscaping 
doctrines of Humphrey Repton� In his Observations 
on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening 
(1803), the priority is to produce a gesture of “good 
taste” by robbing any holding of its obvious utility: 

I am aware that, in the prevailing rage for agriculture, 
it is unpopular to assert that a farm and a park may 
not be united; but after various efforts to blend the 
two, without violations of good taste, I am convinced 
that they are and must be distinct objects, and ought 
never to be brought together in the same point of 
view� (ch� VII)

Sotherton Court was built in the time of Elizabeth 
and once had a capacity for home produce and 
subsistence, but now theory could possibly replace 
use� Crawford is full of “ideas and projects” yet, at 
the end of the consultation, “nothing was fixed on” 
(I�x)� Indeed, abiding by a test of utility as opposed to 
modishness, Crawford’s dicta seem ill-advised: “You 
talk of giving it the air of a gentleman’s residence� 
That will be done by the removal of the farmyard; 
for, independent of that terrible nuisance, I never saw 
a house of the kind which had in itself so much the 
air of a gentleman’s residence, so much the look of a 
something above a mere parsonage-house” (II�vii)� But 
Fanny and Edmund end up happy at such a house in 
the grounds of Mansfield. 

The temptation has always been to regard Austen’s 
styles and principles to be conservative, yet as these 
two examples of allusion show, that is not the most 
accurate verdict� She enters current debates in a 
roundabout way and contrives a series of glancing 
blows on mindless change, a surrender of the will 
and choice to a form of historical amnesia� This leaves 
us with the possibility that her conclusion is deeply 
ironic: “happy” in the most basic sense of fortunate 
yet carrying the power of moral steadfastness that 
undercuts Mansfield norms: “Fanny was indeed the 
daughter that he [Sir Thomas Bertram] wanted� His 
charitable kindness had been rearing a prime comfort 
for himself� His liberality had a rich repayment, and 
the general goodness of his intentions by her deserved 
it” (III�xvii)� Have we seen this at play all the way 
through? Moreover, for Edmund and Fanny, there is no 
title or gentry advantage; they are the ethical guides 
for the Bertrams, with a parsonage in the grounds 
of Mansfield: “Equally formed for domestic life, and 
attached to country pleasures, their home was the 
home of affection and comfort; “ (III�xvii)�

Illustrations: 1. Cassandra Austen: Jane Austen. ©National 
Portrait Gallery, London. 2. James Andrews: Jane Austen. 
1869. Jane Austen’s House, Chawton, Hants. 3. Thomas 

Rowlandson: Portsmouth Point. 1814. Public domain. Misc 
sources inc Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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THE RISE AND FALL OF AN INDUSTRY 
– HOSIERY IN LEICESTERSHIRE

Presidential Address by Dr Bridget Towle CBE
Lecture delivered on 25th January 2021

Fifty years ago, a stranger arriving in a Leicestershire town, let’s say Loughborough, during the first two weeks 
of July might well have been mystified by the lack of people. Where had they all gone? The answer was that 
it was holiday fortnight and they had decamped to Lincolnshire or Norfolk. The factories were shut and the 
schools were closed. 

How had this come about? In 1965 the vote of tens of 
thousands of factory workers for switching the annual 
holiday from August to early July had been successful� 
The Education Authority had no alternative but to 
respond by bringing forward the end of the school 
summer term�

Many of those workers were employed in an industry 
which had been dominant in Leicestershire for about 
400 years: hosiery� Its scale was captured by Daniel 
Defoe in the 1720s in his tour through the whole 
island of Great Britain: “They have considerable 
manufacture carried on here [that is Leicester] and 
in several of the market towns round for weaving of 
stockings by frames; and one would scarce think it 
possible so small an article of trade could employ 
such multitudes of people as it does; for the whole 
county seems to be employed in it�”

How did a major industry arise in Leicestershire, but 
then collapse so quickly after 400 years?

Hosiery arrived in Leicestershire by a circuitous route� 
William Lee of Nottingham invented the stocking 
frame in 1589, but moved to London in the hope of 
gaining a charter from Queen Elizabeth I� As he did 
not succeed, he took his machines to France, but on 
his death they were brought back to London� Over 
the years improvements were made to the machine, 
which was used in London to make silk stockings for 
gentlemen and ladies�

Meanwhile in Leicestershire, hand knitting had been 
established in the sixteenth century, and was probably 
Leicester’s most prosperous industry� It could compete 
with framework knitting for a variety of reasons: it was 
a cheap handcraft undertaken by women and children, 
particularly in the winter when agricultural work was 
at its lowest, and it could be done in poor light� And 

the hand knitters were fast – a pair of stockings could 
be completed in a day, while a machine produced 
around ten pairs in a week�

William Iliffe of Hinckley brought the first knitting 
frames to Leicestershire in around 1640� Gradually, 
frames were set up in Leicester and other towns 
and villages, with the stocking maker working in his 
cottage at his frame, placed in front of a large window 
to gain the maximum light� Today such cottages can be 
identified by their wide many-paned windows, often 

Pair of frame-knit silk stockings for man or woman. England or 
France 1750–75. ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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on the top floor. The family operated as a unit, the man 
of the house operating the frame, his wife seaming 
up the stockings and children winding the yarn onto 
bobbins� The yarn was supplied by a merchant, 
usually called a hosier, who also bought the resulting 
stockings at set rates� Much of the merchandise was 
delivered to London�

In London control of the industry was in the hands 
of the Worshipful Company of Framework Knitters� 
They attempted to control the number of apprentices 
that each knitter employed, so restricting the growth 
of the industry� In 1730 the hosiers of Nottingham, 
at the time the largest centre for framework knitting, 
were not willing to accept this: they took out a test 
case against the Company� The locals won and the 
control of the Worshipful Company was broken� The 
consequence was that the industry migrated from 
London to Nottingham and Leicestershire, where 
increasing numbers of apprentices were taken on�

By the early 19th century, the industry was concentrated 
in the East Midlands, with 4,700 knitting frames in 
Derbyshire, 9,285 frames in Nottinghamshire, and 
11,183 in Leicestershire, which was beginning to 
adopt a factory system� The three dominating factors 
of the hosiery industry – piece work rates for workers, 
the high number of women employed and the impact 
of fashion – became increasingly significant. There 
were difficult years with riots and the destruction 
of machines by Luddites who were most active in 
Nottinghamshire� The 1816 raid on Heathcote’s 
Loughborough factory, which was led by James Towle 
from north Nottingham, was notable as the first 
destruction of factory-based frames�

These attacks are often seen as the result of over-
expansion and excess capacity� Perhaps less noticed 
was the reduction in demand� A change in fashion 
had made a significant impact. Men had been wearing 
breeches, displaying a shapely leg in a silk embroidered 
stocking� Around the end of the Napoleonic Wars 
there was a dramatic shift to trousers, so that only 
ankle socks were required, an item unseen and not 
requiring decoration� The industry, 90% dependent 
on manufacturing hose, entered a time of decline� 
Knitters, or stockingers as they were known, were 
underpaid and exploited� Their grievances were 
investigated by a Commission of Enquiry in 1845�

Machinery innovation accelerated the move from a 
cottage industry to a factory-based one� The transition 

had occurred much earlier in the weaving and spinning 
industries, but the industrial revolution arrived late 
for hosiery� In Loughborough, Cartwright and Warner 
set up a workshop to examine the possibilities of 
mechanisation� In 1864 William Cotton, the leading 
mechanic, patented the principles on which power-
driven fully fashioned hosiery and knitwear has been 
produced since that time�

Gradually the industry recovered, whilst moving to 
the factory system� By the 1850s Thomas Corah had 
become involved in one of the new firms in Leicester. 
Corah’s innovation was to use a new circular knitting 
machine developed in France to produce hose� 
Knitting production on circular machines was cheaper 
than on the traditional stocking frame� The continuous 
circular motion of the machine was much quicker 
than the backwards and forwards movement of the old 
stocking frame� The disadvantage was that the fabric 
had to be cut for any shaping, which then required a 
thick joining seam� Overall an inferior stocking was 
produced, but it was cheaper�

By the late 19th century, the two contrasting methods 
of stocking production had been established: on the 
one hand, fully fashioned, shaped with fine seams, 
but slow to produce and requiring high capital costs 
to equip a factory; and on the other hand, circular 
machines for cut and sew with thick seams and fast 
production, but requiring less capital outlay� Over 
time different towns would specialise in one or 
other type of manufacture and fashion would swing 
between the two�

The industry was not wholly dependent on hose, 
which made up about 60% of production� Underwear 
formed 30% and the remainder was hats and 
outerwear� Products became standardised to suit the 
demands of the London trade� The main growth now 
occurred in underwear: in 1866 it is estimated that 
only two thirds of men and one third of women wore 
any underwear� This situation provided great potential 
and opportunity … to the industry�

But how were the industry’s products sold to the 
consumer? From the early days they had been sold 
through wholesalers� There were massive warehouses 
in the City of London buying the standardised products 
from the East Midlands knitters� The wholesalers 
established their own brand names, producing 
catalogues and supplying drapers across the country� 
Some wholesalers, such as I &R Morley of Nottingham, 
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although chiefly buying from manufacturers, also had 
their own factories� The wholesalers dominated the 
industry, establishing the requirements of the market 
and setting the prices for manufacturers� Knitters did 

not take the route of the boot and shoe industry and 
establish their own retail outlets. Although significant 
in the local economy, they were subservient to a 
powerful master� 

After the 1st World War, while other industries suffered 
a decline, the hosiery industry grew� Fashion created 
demand: shorter skirts for women, with the innovation 
of viscose yarns as a substitute for expensive silk, 
resulted in the doubling of employment to 122,000 by 
1937 in over 1,392 factories� A survey by the League 
of Nations in 1936 found Leicester to be the second 
richest city in Europe, caused chiefly by the high 
proportion of women who worked� Leicester began 
to dominate the lists of major knitting manufacturers� 
As well as Corah there was Wolsey, Rowleys, Moore 
Eady and Downings� In the towns there was Atkins 
at Hinckley, and NMC and Towles at Loughborough� 

Nearly all production was sold to wholesalers, 
although many registered trademarks and tried to 
establish brands� 

In the 1920/30s a new opportunity arrived: chain 
stores� In great secrecy, Corah’s accepted a 500 dozen 
a week order for socks from Simon Marks, who was 
transforming his shops� From socks Corah’s moved 
on to supplying stockings� It was a different but 
dangerous relationship� Marks wanted to work with 
manufacturers to improve the quality of garments, but 
the manufacturers knew that if the Wholesale Trade 
Association became aware, they would be blackballed 
and their businesses put at risk�

A whole range of supporting industries grew up� 
Leicestershire machine makers included Cottons in 
Loughborough, with Stibbe, Wildt, Mellor Bromley 
and Bentley Engineering in Leicester; but there were 
also considerable imports of fully fashioned machines 
for ladies’ stockings from Reading in USA and German 
machinery from Saxony. Dyers, finishers and printers 
were required to process garments� Trainee managers 
and mechanics learnt about knitting machines and 
fabrics at courses at Leicester and Hinckley technical 
colleges� Later, Leicester Polytechnic became the 
leading world centre for the study of knitting textile 
technology, attracting many international graduate 
students� Information about technical developments 
was circulated through the pages of the monthly 
Hosiery Trade Journal� The National Union of Hosiery 
and Knitwear Workers was based in Leicester. Offices 
in Leicester were taken by the representatives of 
spinners, suppliers of sewing machines, imported 
knitting machines, suppliers of buttons and thread� A 
whole world of employment depended on the hosiery 
industry in Leicestershire�

Freda Cox (daughter of the garment’s inventor) wearing 
a liberty bodice in an advertising photograph for R & WH 

Symington of Market Harborough, c 1908-10. Public Domain

Workers at Lionel Wilson hosiery factory, Gedding Road, 
Leicester, 1939. ©Leicester Mercury
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Hosiery firms survived the 2nd World War under 
government direction, several firms working together 
to produce socks and underwear for the troops� 
Excitement came from an outside source: American 
servicemen who had nylon stockings to give away, 
a glamorous replacement for lisle or viscose� The 
stockings were valued so much that women learnt to 
repair ladders� Anxiety about whether the seam was 
going straight down the back of the leg was constantly 
in women’s minds� For manufacturers the priority 
was to obtain Reading machines from the USA, with 
2000 imported between 1945-49� The nylon yarn was 
manufactured by ICI and Courtauld’s�

After the war, the industry thrived and expanded: ever 
more workers and factories were required� Government 
policy of the day intervened� New planning regulations 
did not allow industrial development in Leicester and 
Loughborough, but required firms to open factories in 
areas of high unemployment such as South Wales� For 
larger businesses such as Corah’s the era of the branch 
factory had arrived, with garments being knitted in 
Leicester and transported to factories miles away for 
finishing. Some garments had a tour of the country, 
visiting up to four sites before completion� But most 
of the industry, 64%, was still small firms with one 
factory. Larger firms could manufacture greater 
quantities but not necessarily at a lower price� There 
are few economies of scale in hosiery production� 
Entry to the industry remained fairly easy, with second-
hand machines available and premises which could 
be rented, but it was the ready availability of hosiery 
skills and knowledge that was the key to success� 

In the retail market a transformation had occurred� The 
hold of the Wholesale Trade Association had ceased, 
and the chain stores led by Marks and Spencer had 
expanded� For Leicestershire knitters M&S had great 
advantages: they paid on time and they placed many 
thousands of dozens of a style� In the 1950s and 
1960s chain stores were seeking reliable suppliers 
as demand grew� Some manufacturers responded 
by turning over most of their production to M&S, 
such as 80% at Corah’s� Others tried to hedge their 
bets by supplying M&S and at the same time BHS, 
Littlewood’s and C&A, as well as the mail order 
catalogues such as Gratton’s and Kay’s; but this proved 
a risky strategy� These chain store and mail order 
retailers were looking for manufacturers who could 
supply volume at a high quality and as M&S grew, 
the power imbalance between them and the knitters 

grew� The hosiery industry became subservient to a 
new powerful master�

The one area of hosiery where brand names were 
significant was ladies fully fashioned stockings. Vogue 
magazine was full of advertisements showing high 
prices, such as 17 shillings and eleven pence a pair for 
brands such as Aristoc, Kayser Bondor, Bear Brand, and 
Morley� Fashion change came around 1960: suddenly, 
seamless nylon stockings were in demand, particularly 
from young women� Although this stocking was 
knitted as a tube, the nylon fabric could be shaped on 
a heated board in a dye works� Some fully fashioned 
manufacturers made the transition, others went out 
of business� For Hinckley, where manufacturers had 
always specialised in seamless stockings, it was boom 
time, while in Loughborough the fully-fashioned 
machines, the Rolls Royce machines of the industry, 
were sheeted down and soon covered in dust� A few 
entrepreneurs such as Pretty Polly at Sutton in Ashfield 
took great risks and invested heavily, setting up 
highly efficient factories to make seamless stockings. 
The brand was strong and promoted by advertising 
campaigns, and production reached 250,000 dozen 
a week� Pretty Polly became the largest UK stocking 
manufacturer, and was not subservient to anyone 
except the consumer ��� and perhaps the bank�

The 1960s then, was a highly successful time for 
the industry, driven by fashion, particularly casual 
street fashion for the young� Attitudes to clothing had 
changed� While the older generation might purchase 
for durability and washability, the young had other 
priorities: fashion, newness, pop stars and Carnaby 
Street ruled� Men’s informal clothing changed 
significantly, and the sports jacket was replaced by the 
pullover – not previously a regular clothes item for 
men� Until the 1960s a chain store such as BHS had 
not sold men’s pullovers� The stars of TV shows, such 
as Val Doonican, who wore a different pullover or 
cardigan every week, changed demand� Exports also 
flourished: for instance, a Middle Eastern camel rider 
or sheik might well be wearing under his robe high 
quality fine woollen underwear knitted and made in 
Leicestershire� The excellent moisture absorbency of 
wool is much valued in hot dry climates�

One Leicester knitwear company, Richard Roberts, 
owned by David Briars, led the surge into fashion for 
women’s wear, building a very successful business 
around keeping up to date with current fashion trends� 
Previously very few designers had been employed in 
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the industry, but now Italian and French fashion shows 
were on the itinerary of the ambitious manufacturer� 
The growing economy and increasing prosperity 
meant that people were willing to buy a whole range 
of jumpers and cardigans to meet the requirements 
of different occasions. The industry thrived and profit 
margins improved�

From the 1960s to the 1980s the industry grew� 
Employment reached a peak of 159,000 in 1973� 
Many manufacturers aspired to be Marks and Spencer 
suppliers, where orders for long runs of the same item 
could be obtained – as many as 7,000 dozen of a fancy 
men’s jacquard pullover or 20,000 dozen of a classic 
lamb’s wool pullover� M&S were exacting masters: if 
quality was poor or deliveries late a supplier would 
be deleted� They were determined to improve the 
industry, providing advice on machinery and insisting 
on standards on everything from laboratories for yarn 
testing and colour matching to the cleanliness of the 
ladies’ washrooms� Accompanying an M&S director 
on a factory visit was challenging: he might at any 
moment sweep into the ladies’ loos ��� an action not 
necessarily appreciated by employees� Firms in a 
special relationship with M&S prospered, but they 
usually abandoned their own brands, such as St 
Margaret at Corah’s� They also abandoned supplying 
other chain stores� This resulted in dependency on 
M&S, which increased the level of subservience 
when difficult trading conditions arose. By 1972 the 
M&S pension fund owned half the capital of Corah 
and a former Marks and Spencer manager had been 
appointed as Managing Director, whereas NMC, run 
with great efficiency by the Djanogly family, remained 
one of the largest and most profitable enterprises. 

From 1960s two spinning companies, Courtaulds and 
Coats, pursued a strategy of buying up hosiery and 
knitwear businesses, perhaps with the idea of vertical 
integration� This suited many family-owned businesses 
which, lacking an enthusiastic younger generation, 
were looking for a way to extricate themselves from the 
industry. Over twenty significant manufacturers were 
taken over, including in Leicester Byford’s, Wolsey and 
Foister Clay and Ward� But merging and rationalising 
the companies proved to be difficult. It is generally 
thought that the remaining independents performed 
better than the conglomerates� More successful were the 
small mergers, often brokered by Marks and Spencer� 
This was the experience of Johnsons of Loughborough 
which joined Marathon of Nottingham�

Although the hosiery industry may seem parochial, it 
operated in a global market and the world price of 
wool and cotton had always been of daily interest� 
However, from the 1970s onwards it was the price of 
imported garments that was the chief concern� Labour-
intensive production of textiles including knitwear 
sparked the economic growth of many Far Eastern 
countries, but at wage rates a twentieth of UK levels� 
To control the growth of imports, the Multi-Fibre 
Arrangement provided quotas allowing an annual 
growth of 10%� While the cheaper chain stores moved 
their buying to the Far East, M&S stayed loyal to their 
suppliers, but there was enormous pressure on price� 
By 1997 M&S profits had fallen severely, resulting in 
them implementing a strategy of overseas purchasing�

Inevitably employment in the industry fell steeply, 
from 159,000 in the mid 1970s to below 100,00 in the 
early 80s and below 50,000 by the mid 90s� Reading 
the headlines in the local paper, the Leicester Mercury, 
was frightening for manufacturers, as the closure and 
bankruptcies of respected companies was regularly 
recorded� The consequence was huge job losses, 
particularly for women with specialist sewing machine 
skills� A few niche areas of the industry survived, but most 
of the machinery was sold to overseas manufacturers�

This, then was the end of our local 400-year-old 
industry� The collapse was rapid� Although hosiery and 
the wider textile industry together employed greater 
numbers than coal mining, the national media and 
government took little notice� Many thousands had to 
find new types of employment and a different future.

But as Shakespeare’s Coriolanus says, ‘There is a 
world elsewhere�’
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For six and a half years, The Storytelling Academy at Loughborough University has been engaged in over 
twenty-five separate projects across five continents. 

All of these have been interdisciplinary and multi-
institutional, and the focus of this work has always 
been on how we might apply storytelling as a 
complete knowledge system, to help us address 
some of the major challenges facing society in the 
twenty-first century, especially in relation to health, 
environment, education and social justice� The work 
has been, in part, driven by a kind of Utopianism that 
is unapologetically inferred in the title of this lecture, 
and a desire to engage previously unheard voices in 
the critical debates and conversations that inform the 
policy-making that shapes all our futures�

It has long been understood that the ability, indeed 
the need, for human beings to create, tell and listen 
to stories is a primary act of the human mind and a 
fundamental part of the toolkit that enables us to 
function effectively as social beings� It is at the core 
of how we establish and maintain relationships with 
each other and how we build, regulate and grow our 
communities and society� It is also critical to how we 
understand our experiences and our environment, how 
we build our identities and values, and how we convey 
these to others, and subsequently modify them� All 
these things are true and have led our species being 
described variously as homo narrans (Joseph Gold) 
or homo fictus (Jonathan Gottschall)� It is all the more 
surprising then that storytelling has been somewhat 
undervalued in the past, especially in academic life�

Storytelling as a knowledge system

Let me explain what we mean when we call 
storytelling a complete knowledge system� 

Storytelling does all the things mentioned above, 
but much more besides� It is a way not only of our 
knowing the world, but also of thinking about the 
world. Stories are never fixed, but are shapeshifters, 
adapting themselves in the mouth of each new teller, 
in the ear of each new listener and at each retelling, 
to suit the circumstances� Stories allow us to test 
ideas, with ourselves and each other, and a story is no 
more likely to change as when it comes into contact 
with another story� In this way storytelling allows us 
to discriminate between truth and lies, to expose 
the power at play within our social and economic 
relationships (which is why stories are particularly 
favoured by those without power), and in a ‘post-
truth’ world, it allows us to navigate our way through 
the uncertainty that exists between the certainties 
we often crave from science and medicine (which 
they are often unable to provide), and the easy 
certainties on offer from the soft fascism of populist 
politicians� In a world where uncertainty, instability 
and complexity are the natural order of things, it is 
the very unreliability and fluidity of storytelling that 
makes it the best and most sophisticated tool we 
have for living truthfully and productively�

Moreover, storytelling is universal amongst humans 
– it is something we all do and a tool to which we 
all have access, and it is this democratic potential of 
storytelling as a way of co-creating knowledge that 
renders it particularly valuable in harnessing higher 
levels of public engagement in, and ownership of, the 
key challenges facing us today� 
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One of the problems is, though, that there are multiple 
knowledge systems and they exist in hierarchies� 
At the top of these we will find, for example, 
academic, scientific, legal, medical, technocratic 
and bureaucratic knowledge systems� These are all 
specialist knowledge systems and adopt specialist 
language in the creation and dissemination of 
knowledge� At the bottom of the hierarchies you will 
invariably find storytelling, the knowledge system to 
which everyone has access� The specialist languages 
have sometimes been developed to deal with highly 
complex issues (for example the complex science 
behind climate change) and sometimes they are used 
to enable those in power to retain it� 

Either way, such knowledge systems are largely 
exclusionary: unless you have access to the specialist 
language you have no way of engaging in the 
discussions and, unfortunately, the key decisions 
that affect our lives are largely made through 
discussions dominated by these specialist systems 
from which storytelling is excluded� Consequently, 
large proportions of the population are excluded from 
participation and, equally seriously, we make policy 
without harnessing the knowledge that storytelling 
could offer us� Our decisions are inevitably poorer 
because of it� The Storytelling Academy’s work is 
not about reconfiguring the hierarchy and replacing 
specialist knowledge with lay knowledge, but rather 
challenging the hierarchy, levelling the playing field 
and ensuring that the power of storytelling can be 
brought to bear on some of these challenges, albeit in 
modest ways�

Digital Storytelling and Slow Storytelling

One of the most effective tools that we have deployed 
has been Digital Storytelling (DS)� As a creative practice 
DS first emerged in the early 1990s when Joe Lambert, 
a radical community arts worker from California, 
began to harness the new CD-Rom technology to 
enable people to create short ‘films’ of personal stories, 
combining their own voice, illustrated with still images 
from their own family photo albums� In time the CD-
Rom was replaced by online technology and DS 
began to spread, arriving in the UK in the early 2000s 
when Daniel Meadows, a photographer and lecturer 
from Cardiff School of Journalism, introduced the 
concept to BBC Wales, whose highly successful and 
influential DS programme Capture Wales challenged 
preconceived notions of Welsh identity through the 
voices of those living in the country after devolution�

Around the same time, in response to the advent 
of social media, DS evolved fully into a web-based 
practice, what we might call DS 2�0, whereby 
digital storytellers became their own publishers and 
distributers of interactive narratives that could reach 
global audiences beyond their immediate friends and 
families� Since then DS has innovated even further, 
disrupting the earlier orthodoxies and, as technology 
has evolved and become more affordable, new forms 
of DS have emerged (3�0), incorporating moving 
image, animation, multiple voices, etc�, an expansion 
from what Jerome Bruner has called ‘private trouble 
into public plight’�

Digital stories are usually created in a workshop context 
over a period of 3–5 days� This has been especially 
attractive to us as researchers, as it effectively slows 
down a process (the telling of a personal story) that 
will normally happen instantaneously over a period 
of a few minutes to something that will take place 
over several days� This may sound counterintuitive, 
since we normally expect technology to speed things 
up, but this kind of ‘slow storytelling’ makes it a 
more thoughtful and evaluative process and shifts the 
emphasis away from the story and the moment of its 
reception, to the process of storytelling and its creation: 
it rebalances storytelling as an act of thinking�

However, there is a particular drawback to DS� 
Storytelling is fundamentally an artform of social 
interaction, but digital stories are generally both 
created and consumed by individuals in isolation in 
front of their computers� What is lost is the important 
aspect of the storytelling event, whereby social 
intercourse through storytelling builds community� 
We have, therefore, begun to experiment with ideas 
of ‘hybrid storytelling’, combining DS practices with 
live performance events�

Hybrid Storytelling: La Rasgioni/The Reasons

Our first foray into such hybrid storytelling began in 
2016, when I was invited to a research seminar in 
Sardinia on climate adaptation and water governance, 
related to a project concerning drought risk� The 
organisers of the event staged a revival of a traditional 
Sardinian form of community conflict resolution 
called La Rasgioni (trans� The Reasons)� La Rasgioni, 
last used in the region of Gallura in the 1960s, is a 
form of public storytelling that takes the form of a 
mock court, complete with judge, barristers, witnesses 
and a jury (from the audience)� Witnesses tell their 
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stories in turn, at the end of which everyone retires 
to enjoy a communal feast, while the jury and the 
judge consider their verdict� After the meal, everyone 
returns to the auditorium where the judge reads out 
the verdict, which does not seek to come down in 
favour of any particular side to the argument, but aims 
to find a solution that will help the whole community 
to move forward�

It was a social, as well as a hugely sociable event, 
both enjoyable and successful in providing a platform 
for the community to air its concerns and aspirations, 
and to come together in common purpose� It inspired 
me to adapt the form for use within the context of our 
research work in the Cambridgeshire Fenland� Whilst 
our events (which we ran twice in 2016 – in the 
small rural town of Ramsey and the urban centre of 
Peterborough) were different in many ways from the 
Sardinian one, we retained many of its key features, 
including the social components, as we converted our 
digital stories into live performances� The results can 
be seen here:

https://hdl.handle.net/2134/13603046.v1

https://hdl.handle.net/2134/13603067.v1

At the same time we had begun working in Kenya with 
Hope Raisers, a wonderful organisation founded and 
run by young artists and activists from Korogocho, one 
of the largest informal settlements (slums) in Nairobi, 
with the aim of raising the aspirations of young people 
and increasing levels of civic participation through the 
arts and sport� We had been doing some work with 
them on stories of sustainable urban transport and 
they recognised the potential that storytelling could 
have in expanding their activities� They were keen to 
initiate a project within Korogocho which enabled 
them to establish a DS studio in their community and 
to stage their own version of The Reasons to effect 
a community discussion about the nearby Dandora 
Dumpsite, a source of both employment and serious 
pollution and related health conditions� A partnership 
with UN-Live, the Museum for the United Nations, 
enabled us to co-produce an event in September 
2019, which can be seen here:

https://hdl.handle.net/2134/13603121.v1

This has already produced three major impacts� 
Firstly, one of the participants, who had previously 
never spoken in public, has since become active in 
her community and been elected to the local council� 

Secondly, Nairobi Metropolitan Services has agreed 
to install an air quality monitor in Korogocho� Thirdly, 
Hope Raisers have gone on to win funding for further 
DS projects aimed at climate change and gender 
equality� These may seem like small advances, but for 
Hope Raisers and the people of Korogocho they are 
significant. As the title of this lecture suggests, one 
story at a time�

Storytelling and Utopianism

I would like to return briefly to the idea of Utopianism 
and storytelling� The German philosopher Ernst 
Bloch, writing between the wars, posited the notion 
of daydreaming as a form of Utopian storytelling 
about our possible futures� Jack Zipes, the American 
scholar of folk and fairy tales, has argued that the fairy 
tale tradition is emancipatory and Utopian, creating 
worlds in which justice is done, social distinctions 
are torn down, kindness is rewarded, and anything 
is possible�

Storytelling is not just about reflecting on the past; it 
is also about understanding our present dilemmas and 
challenges, challenging injustice, and envisioning our 
desired future� It is essentially Utopian and about 

Storyboarding in Nairobi
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changing the world for the better. I would like finish 
with one of my favourite quotations about storytelling, 
from John Berger, the art critic� It seems to be even 
more pertinent today than when it was written� It is the 
fifth ‘dispatch’ from his 2004 essay ‘Ten Dispatches 
about Endurance in the Face of Walls’ and it is only 
short, so please indulge me for quoting it in full�

The secret of storytelling amongst the poor is the 
conviction that stories are told so that they may be 
listened to elsewhere, where somebody, or perhaps 
a legion of people, know better than the storyteller 
or the story’s protagonists, what life means� The 
powerful can’t tell stories: boasts are the opposite 
of stories, and any story however mild has to be 
fearless and the powerful today live nervously� 

A story refers life to an alternative and more final 
judge who is far away� Maybe the judge is located 
in the future, or in the past that is still attentive, or 
maybe somewhere over the hill, where the day’s 
luck has changed (the poor have to refer often to 
bad or good luck) so that the last have become first. 

Story-time (the time within a story) is not linear� The 
living and the dead meet as listeners and judges 
within this time, and the greater the number of 
listeners felt to be there, the more intimate the story 
becomes to each listener� Stories are one way of 
sharing the belief that justice is imminent� And for 
such a belief, children, women and men will fight 
at a given moment with astounding ferocity� This is 
why tyrants fear storytelling: all stories somehow 
refer to the story of their fall� 
(pp95-96)
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MICROGRAPHIA UPDATED: 
FROM MATERIALS TO RICHARD III

Professor Sarah Hainsworth OBE 
Aston University

Lecture delivered on 22nd February 2021

Robert Hooke (1635–1703) was considered to be England’s equivalent to Leonardo da Vinci. His wide-ranging 
areas of interest included science, architecture and astronomy. He was also a pioneer in mapmaking and was 
known to be an ingenious experimenter. He was one of the founding members of the Royal Society – the UK’s 
National Academy for Science, at the cutting edge of scientific discovery – and was their curator of experiments.

In 1665, Hooke published Micrographia (figure 1) 
which consisted of descriptions and finely detailed 
illustrations of everyday objects that he had studied 
through a microscope: such as insects, plants, razor 
blades, and needle points� Micrographia is considered 
to be the first scientific bestseller. 

Hooke’s microscope was made by Christopher Cock 
of London� It was an elegant design, with an eyecup 
to maintain the correct distance between the eye and 
the eyepiece, draw tubes for focusing, and a ball-
and-socket mount that allowed the microscope tube 
to be tilted� However, overall the microscope optics 
were of poor quality, with spherical aberrations which 

led to poor focus, and chromatic aberrations which 
cause fringes of colour along boundaries between 
dark and bright parts of the image� To correct this, 
Hooke inserted an aperture to cut down the area of 
the specimen that could be viewed, which improved 
the image quality but reduced the available light; 
and so he designed a special lamp to illuminate the 
object being studied. Despite these difficulties his 
illustrations were incredibly detailed� He coined the 
term “cell” from his study of plant structures, as they 
reminded him of honeycomb� His illustrations of some 
insects, such as the flea shown in figure 2, were large 
in scale. He noted that the flea shows “..multitudes of 
sharp pins…”�

Figure 1: Front cover of Hooke’s 
Micrographia

Figure 2: Hooke’s detailed drawing of a flea. Images such as these were important 
for broader public engagement in his work.
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Reflected-light microscopes are still ubiquitous, but 
advances have been made to produce high-quality 
optical lenses that minimize the aberrations that were 
a feature of early microscopes� However, despite the 
best efforts of manufacturers, light microscopes are 
limited by the wavelength of visible light, which means 
that the resolution and depth of field are limited. 

In order to combat the problems with reflected light, 
newer microscopes have been developed that use 
electrons to achieve higher magnifications and high 
depth of focus� The scanning electron microscope 
was developed in Germany in the late 1930s� This 
microscope uses an electron gun to generate a 
beam of electrons that are focused through a series 
of magnetic lenses and then scanned in a raster 
across a specimen surface� Signals are produced 
either by the electrons interacting with the 
specimen surface and subsequently being ejected, 
or by being directly “reflected” back from the 
specimen to produce an image� Scanning electron 
microscope micrographs give access to images with 
high magnification and high depth-of-field that are 
readily interpretable� More recent innovations allow 
grain structures to be imaged using a technique 
called ‘electron backscattered imaging’, imaging 
at high temperatures, and equipment that allows in 
situ experiments to be performed� 

Whilst scanning electron microscopes allow 3D 
perception to be obtained, the images themselves are 
a 2D representation of the surface� Newer techniques, 
such as X-ray computed tomography (CT), can be used 
to obtain images in 3D� Medical X-ray CT, with which 
many people will be familiar, has the patient lying on 
a table which passes through a ring that contains a 
radiation source and a detector at 180˚ apart. Multiple 
radiographic images of the area of interest are then 
taken whilst the detector and source rotate around 
the table� The contrast in the radiographic images 
arises from the fact that the X-ray beam is attenuated 
(stopped) by different amounts depending on the way 
in which the beam is absorbed by the different parts of 
the object, so the image appears as different grey levels 
on the detector� The multiple images are reconstructed 
using software to produce a 3D representation of the 
area imaged� The advantage of medical CT is that the 
internal organs and bone structures can be imaged; 
however, the resolution and magnification of the 
images is limited by the fixed distances between the 
source and the detector� Also, care has to be taken not 

to provide too high a radiation dose to the patient� 

In micro-computed X-ray tomography, again multiple 
2D radiographic images are taken, but the difference 
is that the object is rotated in small angular increments 
and the distance between the radiation source and the 
detector is movable, which allows higher resolutions 
and magnifications to be obtained than medical 
CT� These two X-ray tomography techniques were 
important for imaging the skeleton of Richard III 
and providing a complete record of the remains and 
injuries� As with Hooke’s work, considerable public 
interest was garnered from the details that these 
modern imaging techniques could provide in the 
understanding of how Richard III was killed in battle�

The skeletal remains of Richard III were discovered 
beneath a car park in Leicester in August 2012� A 
multi-disciplinary team (see below) worked on the 
project, that was initiated by Philippa Langley of the 
Richard III Society� Conventional medical CT imaging 
to image the whole skeleton allowed the sex, age, and 
height of the skeleton to be determined, and revealed 
the injuries that would have led to death� The skeleton 
was that of an adult male with a gracile build� Detailed 
multi-factorial analysis of specific bones gave a narrow 
age range for the skeleton of between 30 and 34� Nine 
injuries were found on the skull, with two additional 
injuries to a rib and the pelvis� All the injuries were 
distinct, with no overlapping wounds� Three possibly 
fatal injuries were found, two to the back base of the 
skull and one to the pelvis, although it is likely that the 
pelvic injury was inflicted after death.

Micro-computed X-ray tomography was used to image 
the injuries to the skull, pelvis and rib in greater detail�

Figure 3 shows a micro-computed tomography image 
of the detail of injuries to the base of the skull� The 
area marked A is where the spine and skull join� B is 
a wound to the left-hand base of the skull� A blade 
penetrated through the wound, through the brain 
and damaged the inner table of the skull� Because of 
the length and size of the injury we think this was 
most likely caused by a short sword or long dagger� 
C is a large injury to the right-hand base of the skull, 
probably inflicted by a halberd type weapon. The 
detail of the micro CT imaging is clear from the vein 
patterns seen on the inside of the skull� The injuries 
B and C could both have been fatal, and it is not 
possible to determine the order in which they were 
inflicted from imaging the skull. 
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Further analysis and detail of all of the injuries can 
be found in the peri-mortem trauma paper given in 
the list of further reading at the end of this article� 
Other papers that were outputs from the project are 
also listed� 2022 will be the tenth anniversary of 
Richard III’s remains being discovered in Leicester� 
It was a privilege to be part of the team that worked 
on this project�

The team

The University of Leicester team included: Richard 
Buckley and Matt Morris, the archaeologists who 
identified the site, and organized and conducted 
the dig; Jo Appleby, a human osteologist; Turi King 
a geneticist; Guy Rutty, a forensic pathologist; Sarah 
Hainsworth, an engineer; and Kevin Schürer, an 
historian and genealogist� Kevin Schürer worked on 
the genealogy and identified two relatives who were 
descendants of Richard III’s sister down the female 
line which allowed a mitochondrial DNA analysis to 
confirm that the remains, when combined with all the 
other evidential factors, were indeed those of Richard 
III� Jo Appleby, Guy Rutty, Sarah Hainsworth worked 
on the injuries to the skeleton�

Bob Woosnam-Savage, Curator of Armour and Edged 
Weapons at the Royal Armouries in Leeds, provided 
expertise on weapons�

Further reading

Appleby, J�, Rutty, G� N�, Hainsworth, S� V�, Woosnam-
Savage, R� C�, Morgan, B�, Brough, A�, Earp, R�, Robinson, 
C�, King, T�E�, Morris, M and Buckley, R� (2015)� Perimortem 
trauma in King Richard III: a skeletal analysis� The Lancet, 
385(9964), 17-23� doi:10�1016/S0140-6736(14)60804-7

Appleby, J� E� P�, Mitchell, P� D�, Robinson, C�, Brough, A�, 
Rutty, G�, Harris, R�, �Morgan, B� (2014)� The Scoliosis of 
Richard III, last Plantagenet King of England� Diagnosis 
and clinical significance. The Lancet. doi:10.1016/
S0140-6736(14)60762-5

Lamb, A� L�, Evans, J� E�, Buckley, R�, & Appleby, J� (2014)� 
Multi-isotope analysis demonstrates significant lifestyle 
changes in King Richard III� Journal of Archaeological 
Science, 50, 559-565� doi:10�1016/j�jas�2014�06�021

Buckley, R�, Morris, M�, Appleby, J�, King, T�, O’Sullivan, D� 
And Foxhall, L� 2013� The king in the car park: Searching 
for the last known resting place of King Richard III� 
Antiquity 87(336), 519-538�

King, T� et al. (2014) ‘Identification of the remains of King 
Richard III’ in Nature Communications 5:5631 doi: 
10�1038/ncomms6631

Access to the papers above can be obtained at 
https://le.ac.uk/richard-iii

Figures 1 and 2 – public domain

Figure 3: Injuries to the base of the skull.  
A is where the spine meets the skull. B and C were injuries caused by bladed weapons.
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WHY THE 2020s COULD AND SHOULD BE THE 
DECADE FOR NATURE’S RECOVERY

Mr Craig Bennett 
Chief Executive Officer, The Wildlife Trusts

The Peach Lecture delivered on 1st March 2021 
Held in association with the University of Leicester

Adapting our way of life due to Covid-19 has shown that it is possible to make huge changes. This capacity for 
change needs to be adapted to tackle other problems. The United Nations has declared 2020s the Decade of 
Restoration: the decade to put nature into recovery. 

In the 1960s the famous Earth Rise photograph, taken 
during the Apollo space programme, brought home to 
many people the integrity and fragility of our planet� 
Today that same impulse to explore has taken a probe 
to Mars, but similar energy is needed to deal with the 
climate and ecological emergency at home� 

The warming trend in global temperatures since 1850 
has caused normally cautious scientists to make 
harrowing forecasts� Changes in the next decade 
or two could have effects over thousands or tens 
of thousands of years: changes which could make 
conditions inhospitable for humans and for many 
other species� To date nothing like the response 
needed has come from governments� 

As the effects of warming become evident, feedback 
loops could accelerate the process: the Amazon 
forest, for example, could turn from a carbon store to 
a carbon emitter, as could the polar permafrost� 

Equally concerning are the trends in the capacity 
of nature to contribute to a good quality of life for 
people� This has been severely eroded over the last 
50 years. The figures are sobering: natural ecosystems 
have declined by 47% and the global biomass of 
mammals by 82%� 

The link between climate, nature and human health has 
not been much discussed in the media in the last year� 
But there is a direct link between the degree of habitat 
loss, spillage of viruses into the human population, 
and the emergence of pandemics� The most recent 
instance has been Covid-19, which for many people 
has been the first personal interaction with the global 
biodiversity crisis� Depletion of wildlife habitats, 
trade in endangered species and international air 

travel will lead to the further emergence and spread 
of pandemics� 

CO2 in the atmosphere has increased from 25 parts 
per million in the early 1970s to 420 ppm today� 
But the graph offers an underlying reason for hope� 
By a natural mechanism, the level of atmospheric 
CO2 fluctuates between winter and summer because 
of the effect of seasonal vegetation in the northern 
hemisphere� Nature has the ability to restore itself and 
the planet� We need to reach net zero by 2050 at the 
latest, preferably sooner, and then go negative� But we 
can use nature, which has been doing the job since 
the Earth began�

The biodiversity debate is 20 years behind the climate 
debate, but we must nevertheless bend the curve and 
put nature into recovery� A big focus will be to put 
30% of the planet’s land in recovery by 2030� In May 
2021 50 countries will adopt this goal�

Why is this important for Britain? First, this is the 
country where the industrial revolution began, and it 
is important to show that we can reverse decline in 
nature� Secondly, Britain is one of the most nature-
depleted countries in the world and has undergone 
huge declines in abundance� The State of Nature 
report, published by a range of NGOs in 2019 
showed, for example, that insect populations with 
their role in pollinating crops have declined by half 
in the past 50 years� 

The reasons include the removal of hedgerows 
to create prairie landscapes for ease of access by 
big machines, together with use of pesticides and 
chemicals to produce green deserts� The Wildlife 
Trusts have a target of restoring 30% of land and sea 
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for nature by 2030� At present 13% of land in England 
is protected but some of this is in poor condition� The 
Government acknowledges that more land is needed, 
but even more land than envisaged by the government 
is needed to get to the 30% target and sites need to be 
bigger, better and more joined-up�

For example, Staffordshire Wildlife Trust have 
produced a plan for nature recovery networks linking 
existing habitats� There are more nature reserves than 
McDonald’s restaurants in the UK, and 50% of the 
population live within 3 miles of a nature reserve, but 
there is also quite a lot of low-quality agricultural land 
that could and should become available� 

Woodwalton Fen in North Cambridgeshire is one of 
the oldest reserves in England, and nearby Holme Fen 
is also protected� But three county wildlife trusts are 
looking at progressive acquisition of land to produce 
the Great Fen, linking these two sites and creating a 
much larger fenland area that will start to extract and 
store rather than emit carbon� Other initiatives include 
trialling of wet agriculture� 

In Leicestershire, reserves can be joined by existing 
green spaces to join the dots, but recognition is 
needed that nature is everywhere - including roadside 
verges: Dorset County Council has saved hundreds 
of thousands of pounds by leaving verges unmown 
but the policy needs explaining to the public: a mown 
path through the vegetation can make the point that 
the absence of mowing is deliberate� 

Nine Wells nature reserve outside Cambridge is a 
useful demonstration of the need to connect sites� 
The reserve stands in an area of agricultural desert 
close to Addenbrookes Hospital� Linking the Nine 
Wells to neighbouring fields would be good for 
nature and for the people of Cambridge� This could 
even be part of a ‘wild belt’ around the city overlaid 
on the green belt� 

Turning to the seas around Britain, dredging in British 
waters has devastated marine nature� The establishment 
of Marine Protected Areas has encouraged the 
regeneration of species such as corals� 

Another crucial issue is abundance� Car windscreens 
covered in summer insects do not happen now� The 
great murmurations of starlings seen in past decades 
are now much smaller� Much of the joy and wonder of 
nature is connected with abundance� 

In British seas, cod once grew to 3 metres in length 
and were much more numerous� Restrictions on over-
fishing have made a small improvement but nowhere 
near restoration of a natural state� The creation of 
reserves from Marine Protected Areas needs to be 
supported by reduced use of pesticides� 

Peat bogs, crucial to the carbon and water cycles, 
are Britain’s tropical rainforests� But 80% are in a 
degraded state and emitting carbon instead of storing 
it� Drying out of peat bogs is also increasing water 
run-off and flooding in nearby valleys. The Yorkshire 
Peat Partnership is working on restoring peat bogs and 
getting sphagnum moss growing again�

About one billion tons of carbon are locked up in trees� 
Planting more trees is crucial, but natural regeneration 
could lock more carbon into place� Seagrass and salt 
marsh, wetlands and grassland can also store biomass 
carbon� Beavers – ‘as British as Shakespeare’ – are 
highly effective ecosystem engineers� 

Chalk streams need to be protected and restored� 
Staffordshire Wildlife Trust has renatured river 
channels including the River Trent through Stoke-
on-Trent, helping to build resilience and reduce the 
danger of flooding.

A plan for the site of the Broadmarsh shopping centre 
in Nottingham proposed by the county wildlife trust 
proposes a wild natural area in the heart of the city 
centre� Expanding local green space reduces mortality 
rates and is especially important for young people� 

Everyone can get involved� Gardeners can leave 30% 
of their garden to grow wild and a small wildlife 
pond is especially valuable� On March 1 the Wildlife 
Trusts joined with other organisations to call for 
nature’s recovery by 2030 with legally binding targets� 
Everyone can sign the petition� 

It is crucially important to reverse decline then let 
nature prosper again� Protecting nature is sometimes 
seen as a barrier to progress� The truth is that learning 
to live within natural limits is progress� Without it 
there may not be a next step in the advance of the 
human race� 

This summary was prepared by a member of the 
Society.
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A NATURE RECOVERY NETWORK FOR LEICESTER, 
LEICESTERSHIRE & RUTLAND

John Clarkson 
Head of Conservation 

Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust
Lecture delivered on 8 March 2021

Whilst it is it is widely considered that globally there is an ecological crisis (IPBES, 2019) it may be quite surprising 
to know that for a country with a history of famous naturalists – for example, Gilbert White (1720–1793) and 
Charles Darwin (1809–1882) – more recently a history of famous and influential nature conservationists – such 
as Charles Rothschild (1877–1923) and Sir Peter Scott (1909–1989) – and more latterly famous and influential 
communicators in the media – such as Sir David Attenborough (1926– ) and Chris Packham (1961– ) – we live 
in one of the world’s most nature-depleted landscapes. For the sake of ourselves and of the species with which 
we share this landscape, we need to fix that urgently.

Some background context

The recent State of Nature (Hayhow et al�, 2019) report 
compiled by many of the UK’s voluntary conservation 
organisations provides a stark inventory to accompany 
the catalogue of recent news stories and books 
highlighting the decline and parlous state of many 
species and habitats in the UK� Whether locally or 
globally, though, the situation is one which suggests 
that an urgent and transformative change is required 
in the next 10 years or so (Diaz et al�, 2019) if we 
are not to lose many species or the experiences and 
benefits that we associate them with. Think of starlings 
and their murmurations, for instance: starlings have 
suffered an 81% decline over the last 40 years�

In January 2018 the UK Government produced a 25-
year plan to protect and enhance the environment in 
England within a generation, and to leave it in a better 
state than that in which it was found (Department 
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2018)� Key 
commitments within that plan included restoring to 
‘favourable condition’ 75% of the sites protected by 
law, creating or restoring 500,000 hectares of wildlife-
rich habitat outside those protected areas, planting 
180,000 hectares of new woodland by 2042, and 
taking action to prevent the loss, or enable recovery, 
of known threatened species� All laudable, welcome 
and challenging targets; the problem is that we are 
currently not just curtailing species numbers and 
their abundance through loss of habitat but also by 
preventing them from behaving naturally� 

Fundamental to achieving a recovery of nature is the 
need to understand that species tend to live in and 
occupy habitats that can be thought of as ecological 
islands – an extension of the concept of island 
biogeography first conceived by MacArthur and 
Wilson in 1967 – perhaps surrounded by a ‘sea of 
unfavourable surrounding habitat’� To create a network 
of islands that enables nature to recover requires that 
species can establish sustainable population sizes, 
taking advantage of a suitable supply of resources 
such as food and ‘nesting’ opportunities, interacting 
with other species as appropriate, and that if needs 
be the species can disperse to other islands in order 
to establish or replenish populations elsewhere to 
ensure survival through hard times (Isaac et al�, 2017)� 
Imagine here the life-history of a hedgehog, zebra 
spider or wood anemone� 

Philosophically, then, the most valuable proposal in 
the 25-year plan is the objective to create a Nature 
Recovery Network (embracing the aforementioned 
targets) to deliver on the recommendations of the 
earlier Lawton Report (Lawton et al�, 2010) to create 
more habitat in better condition, and in bigger 
patches that are more closely connected across the 
whole landscape: rural and urban (terrestrial and 
aquatic)�

As a brief aside, we must also recognise the part 
played by human society and the economy in both 
the problem and the solution� Books such as ‘Capital 
and its Discontents’ by Sasha Lilley, and Doughnut 
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Economics by Kate Raworth make for challenging 
reading at both ends – and the Nature Recovery 
Network principles should also be applied here� We 
need to reconnect people to overcome their ‘nature 
deficit disorder’ (Louv, 2005) and we need to reconnect 
all sectors of the economy similarly� If we do not do 
this, then all of the good work of conservationists will 
still be undone by unthinking development – the same 
old problems of where we plant our houses, grow our 
food and mine our resources� In this it is encouraging 
that the Nature Recovery Network programme 
includes organisations such as the Academy for Social 
Prescription, the Council for Sustainable Business and 
the House-builders Federation�

So how might the ecological nature recovery network 
be created?

A simple starting point is to identify the ‘core’ 
sites and patches of the most important habitats 
around which the network can be constructed, 
and Natural England have already created an on-
line resource called the Priority Habitat Inventory 
https://naturalengland-defra.opendata.arcgis.
com/datasets/priority-habitat-inventory-south-
england/explore?locat ion=50.555400%2C-
2.558223%2C7.69 From this point can be added 
maps of the locally important habitats and areas 
of high concentration of important species (think 
of brown hares and their need for a patchwork of 
woodland, scrub and grassland), before identifying 
areas valuable for ecosystem services such as 
pollination and flood control; and ending with 
identifying areas ripe with potential for habitat 
creation (Crick et al, 2020)�

We need to be ambitious here, though� There are 
records of hen harrier in the Charnwood heaths 170 
years ago (Potter, 1842), for instance, and dormice need 
woodlands of 20ha for a population to be sustainable 
(Bright, 2006) (or realistically more since the quality of 
the habitat is likely to be a critical factor in survival) – 
and in a landscape where the aforementioned human 
activities are also likely to take place (eg farming, 
housing, industry) these habitat need to be ‘buffered’ 
from adverse impacts� Remembering population size 
and dispersal as indispensable characteristics, we need 
habitat patches capable of supporting a minimum of 
50–500 (perhaps even 5000) individuals (Brook et al�, 
2011) which are sufficiently close to each other that 
they can be reached (great crested newts appear to 
travel no further than 1�5km (Haubrock & Altrichter, 

2016)) through a sea of intervening habitats that are 
sufficiently risk-free to allow passage. And whilst it 
will be important for people to have an increased 
sense of place within these landscapes, we will also 
need to create space to allow semblance of natural 
dynamic processes such as wind-blow, flood and fire 
to occur as well�

The next steps

In Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland we have not 
yet fully embarked on the journey of creating maps 
for a possible nature recovery network, but we have 
myriad examples from other areas to suggest that we 
can do it� Good examples can be found in Avon and 
in nearby Nottinghamshire. A significant challenge 
that we face, though, is that our local landscape is 
possibly more nature-depleted than almost any other, 
even though there are also lots of people doing really 
great things for wildlife� Our recent initial mapping 
feasibility study, for instance, showed that most of 
the existing woodland patches may be less than 1 
hectare in size, even though there are also many 
quite sizeable sites� Furthermore, the majority of our 
sites are not like squares or circles but are ‘flattened’ 
in some way� This is important because many of 
our rarer and most ‘fragile’ species may well exist 
only in the very core/centres of their habitats, and 
if the habitat is ‘flattened’ then there is less likely 
to be any ‘core’ area. And finally, for now, most of 
the nearest neighbouring habitat patches are more 
than 100m away at any one point� So, a considerable 
challenge lies ahead in creating a landscape fit for 
and burgeoning with brown hares, bee orchids and 
barbastelle bats�

So far, so scientific - in the end this all comes down 
to a matter of ethical perspective� Currently we live in 
something of a consequentialist world, with a market 
economy still based on maximising productivity 
seemingly for the greater good� Do we have the 
wherewithal to adopt a more virtuous approach – to 
do the ‘right’ thing – and to recognise that we are all 
passengers sharing a rock which carries millions of 
other species along with us on a continual journey 
around our sun; that they too have a right to enjoy and 
endure that journey?

Locally, we will need to work with landowners, quarry 
companies, golf courses, farmers and developers at 
the large scale – and as a trust we already have our 
Living Landscapes projects where we aim to do that 
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– but we also need to encourage everyone to do their 
bit because every little helps! Every garden, every 
window box or green roof, every pond and nest box 
will be a valuable part of the nature recovery network� 
For the sake of ourselves and of the other passengers, 
we need to help nature recover very quickly�
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DO THE ARTS HAVE ANY ROLE IN EDUCATION?

The Hon. Michael Attenborough, CBE, DLitt 
The Inaugural FL Attenborough Lecture

Delivered on 22nd March 2021

This is a rather emotional moment for me. I knew my grandpa very well and was extremely fond of him. I kick 
myself that I didn’t ask him more about his long life. His knowledge and his memory were encyclopaedic, and 
it is pertinent to tonight’s talk that he was largely self-taught. 

He had a terrible disagreement with his parents and 
left home when he was 15 – a cataclysmic break 
from his very strict Methodist background� The next 
six or seven years are completely dark� He was then 
befriended by a man called Sam Clegg who was 
Headmaster of Long Eaton School� Sam obviously saw 
huge initiative, intelligence and intellectual energy in 
him and took him under his wing� He provided the 
education grandpa had missed by sending him to two 
different institutions, and then persuaded him to apply 
for a scholarship to Emmanuel College Cambridge, 
where he stayed for his BA and MA�

There’s a wonderful subplot in this, as he fell in love 
with and married Sam’s daughter, Mary, somewhat 
younger than him� They were an astonishing couple 
in many ways� An illustration of this is the support 
they gave to Jewish kids who were smuggled out of 
Germany after the rise of Hitler� Two of these girls, 
Helga and Irene Bajach, were staying with my 
grandparents on the day war broke out, at which point 
all transportation ceased� So Granny and Grandpa 
effectively adopted them and they stayed throughout 
the war, before continuing on to America� I remember 
my father telling me that granny took her three boys 
to one side and announced that they now had two 
extra members of the family; 2 girls who didn’t speak 
a word of English and were extremely shy� 

The families have remained in touch ever since� They 
visited us all just before the pandemic and came 
to Leicester and saw round College House at the 
University, which had been our family home, where 
the girls had lived; culminating in tea in my uncle 
David’s garden one sunny summer afternoon�

Before the war, my Granny Mary organised the 
evacuation of 60 Spanish civil war orphans� She 
arranged their transportation, brought them to 
Leicester and secured homes for them all� Years later 

my father was in Madrid for the Spanish premiere of 
Gandhi, when he was besieged by people clutching 
his hand and thanking him, saying I owe my life to 
your family�

So my grandparents were a great inspiration to 
their sons� My dad told me his parents didn’t talk 
philosophy and morality very much, they just did it; 
they got on with what they felt was right, and he 
learned by example�

The subject of my lecture is very apt in relation to 
grandpa, because he was not only a distinguished 
scholar, he was a passionate advocate of the arts and 
their role within Education�

You’ll have gathered that I believe passionately that 
the arts make an indispensable contribution to the 
world of education� Of course, my proposition begs 
the question, what do we mean by education, what 
do we expect people who have been educated to 
have gained? I differ fundamentally from the current 
government, which sees education as geared solely 
towards employability� Clearly it is important for 
people to be employable, but I believe the first job of 
education is to form citizens in the widest meaning of 
the word – not just employable but richly informed, 
confident and communicative. The fundamental issue 
is to do with the character of the civilian that you are 
educating for society� 

Education comes from the Latin word educo, meaning 
to lead out� Teachers often forget this and think that 
the purpose of education is to push stuff in� The reality 
is that the arts are better equipped to draw out human 
potential than any other branch of education� 

We should never underestimate the effect of studying 
the arts on the intellectual capabilities of any student� 
Nor indeed should we ignore the astonishing 
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economic success story that is our arts sector, which is 
the country’s third largest exporter, generating around 
£92 billion� Its limbs spread far and wide, for instance 
into fashion and graphic design, as well as the more 
obvious areas of music, theatre, cinema, visual arts and 
writing� It is an astonishing industry that doesn’t need 
to justify itself in terms of employability, but reveals 
itself in human self-esteem, self-confidence and vital 
communication skills. The difficulty is that it’s very 
hard to quantify artistic worth, because that is a matter 
of opinion, and therefore its overall contribution to 
the gross national product can be rather elusive�

As we look around the world today, we see a chaotic 
mess, from the authoritarian regimes in Russia and 
China through to recent events in the United States 
and appalling violations of human rights in the Middle 
East and elsewhere� One of the civilising functions of 
the arts is to look at that chaos and distil it into a work 
of art� Take for example somebody operating under 
tremendous artistic pressure like Shostakovich or Ai 
Weiwei� Art gives form to something that appears 
formless� It interprets reality and that interpretation 
can be deeply critical: Picasso’s Guernica for example, 
which demonstrates the hideousness of war� 

The same is true of our understanding of ourselves� I 
believe that the answer to Hamlet’s question, ‘What a 
piece of work is a man’, is that we are full of opposing 
forces and contradictions, we embody the unity of 
opposites� And our struggle is to balance these forces, 
some of them wonderful and some of them ugly, 
violent and selfish. It’s that multitude of strands inside 
the human personality that the arts investigate and 
describe� Art shines a light into areas which others 
don’t� It’s a way for society to examine and challenge 
itself� As Oscar Wilde said, ‘truth is rarely pure and 
never simple’�

We express ourselves through art, and offer that to the 
wider world� There was a revolutionary moment in 
late 16th century England when Shakespeare turned 
on its head the whole notion of what a play might 
be� From the simplistic world of mystery and morality 
plays, which preceded him, suddenly characters 
could turn to the audience and declare ‘I need help; I 
don’t know whether I want to continue living; I’m in 
love; I’m desperate etc’�

This revelation of the private self in a public context 
demonstrates what I believe is art’s central function 
– the act of empathy� We are given the opportunity 

to empathise even with characters you might call 
“villains”; they offer up their own humanity and with 
it the realisation of the universality of human nature 
and the encouragement of tolerance, something sorely 
lacking at present�

We have spoken much in recent years about mental 
health� The arts have an important role here, in 
addressing things that are very painful and hard to bear� 
I would argue that the arts have a huge part to play in 
the preservation of mental and emotional health - and 
arguably spiritual health� More enlightened doctors 
working in mental health encourage their patients 
to express themselves, through painting or through 
poetry, for example� You can’t take a thermometer to 
someone’s mental health, but the healing element of 
the arts is unquestionable�

Look at how children enter education� One has 
only to visit a primary school to see that the urge to 
play, to express oneself, is hard-wired into children’s 
DNA� They can’t wait to leap around the room, to 
express themselves, to paint, to dance and to put on 
shows – or plays, to use my language� The effect on 
children’s self-esteem, self-confidence and ability to 
communicate and collaborate is invaluable� 

I sometimes look at young people at 15 or 16 and 
see that the creative energy they showed at 5 or 6 
has turned sour. They become angry, as they find 
no route through which to express their creative 
energy, because of the scandalous stripping back of 
recreational facilities for young people at that age� We 
have created generations of bitter, frustrated, violent, 
largely working-class teenagers� Tragically, society 
simply sets about obliterating the symptoms, instead of 
addressing the cause� As Shakespeare’s contemporary, 
Thomas Kyd, said, “Where words prevail not, violence 
prevails”; still true 400 years later�

I currently work as a director for a voluntary 
organisation called Artists in Residence that provides 
(free of charge) artists to work in schools in deprived 
areas, where you find a kind of cultural apartheid, 
with next to no provision for artistic expression and 
learning� Something that would never be acceptable 
in a private school� 

When we think, we think in words, so if we shrink 
a child’s vocabulary, we must inevitably be shrinking 
their range of thought� This is a time when the visual 
has taken over� Young people understand their mobile 
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phones and their laptops much better than they do 
language; so few of them read, understand and 
appreciate language� If you go into those schools, 
you find you leave people behind as soon as you 
use polysyllabic language� And it’s the same on the 
proverbial street corner, with words like ‘you know’ 
and ‘like’ taking over from the richness of language 
and therefore the richness of thought� We’re dealing 
with the grunts and the non-language of a generation 
that is very quick to pick up visual signals, but has lost 
the opportunity to appreciate and feel that language is 
on their side� 

When I go into a school as an artist in residence, I 
make it very clear that I’m not there to address exam 
results� I help create circumstances where they will 
improvise, write a play and perform it; and the effect 
of that work on those kids is tangible� It’s statistically 
proven that kids who have been involved in artistic 
projects have improved their overall academic 
standards, because they’ve grown in self-confidence 
and developed the ability to create and communicate 
as they never could before�

It is very depressing that the arts are positively 
discouraged by the government� Libraries are closing, 
humanities departments in universities are shrinking, 
and government arts subsidy is being slashed�

Finally, I would just point to an irony: on any occasion 
where despots take over, one of their first targets are 
artists, (along with the media of course) as the conduit 
for independent thought and information� Completely 
at odds with the presumption that the arts are frivolous 
and marginal� 

I’m a trustee of an underground theatre company in 
Belarus� They operate in secret and are often arrested, 
because their plays are critical of the government� 
They’ve been tortured, and in one case hanged 
with a fake suicide note left by the dead body� The 
founders of the Belarus Free Theatre fled and applied 
for political asylum in England, which was granted� 
They now live here and are fully involved in the life 
of the company, still operating in secret in Belarus� 
They have rightly been internationally acclaimed as a 
brilliantly and powerfully innovative theatre company, 
but in their own country they are persecuted; if you 
work for the Belarus Free Theatre you will never ever 
get a job in any other theatre in the country� By law� 
President Lukashenko makes it very clear that all art 
must conform to his view of the world� He recently 
issued a death sentence on my two friends in London, 
and they are now under police protection�

This is an instructive example of how important the arts 
can be� I’ve seen them transform young people’s lives 
in this country in a wonderfully positive and exciting 
way� An education system that does not involve a full 
and comprehensive knowledge and experience of the 
arts is one that is denying children the joy and release 
of self-expression and the skills that will enable them 
to empathise and interact with their fellow human 
beings� It will impoverish their thinking and risks 
damaging their mental health�

I believe the right to self-expression is a basic human 
right� And that this right begins at birth�
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ETHIOPIA FROM TOP TO BOTTOM  
USING SEISMOLOGY TO UNDERSTAND HOW 

TECTONIC PLATES RISE, SPLIT, THEN FALL

Dr Ian Bastow 
Senior Lecturer in Seismology, Imperial College, London

Lecture delivered on 12th April 2021 
Joint Lecture with the Geology Section

The East African Rift has fascinated explorers and scientists for centuries. Early explorers such as Edward 
Suess and John Gregory were the first to recognise that the faults they saw near the Red Sea were part of the 
same system as those they saw in Mozambique. Years later, armed with sophisticated recording equipment, 
geophysicists have probed deeper below the rift than Suess and Gregory ever deemed possible. 

We now know that the high elevations of Ethiopia 
and Kenya, and their voluminous young igneous 
rocks, are the result of a deep-seated hot body below 
the rifting African plate: the African Superplume� 
But the low-lying Turkana Depression region on the 
Ethiopian-Kenyan border has proven the most difficult 
of all the East African Rift to access for study� Since 
2019, however, a US-UK-Ethiopia-Kenya initiative, 
project TRAILS, has been shedding new light on this 
enigmatic region for the first time. 

It was in the late 19th century when geologist 
explorers such as Edward Suess and John Gregory first 
concluded that the large lakes of East Africa were part 
of a single, if intricate, system stretching from Syria 
to Mozambique1� Gregory went on in his seminal 
early works to coin the term “Rift Valley”, which he 
defined as “a linear valley with parallel and almost 
vertical sides, which has fallen owing to a series of 
parallel faults”� These remarkable early insights into 
the processes that have shaped and formed East Africa 
were even more impressive when it is considered that 
plate tectonic theory was not recognised, let alone 
accepted fully, until the 1960s� Another impressive feat 
was Gregory’s remarkably accurate estimate that the 
rift was Oligocene to Pleistocene in age� Arguments 
concerning the age of the Earth were ongoing in the 
early 20th century, so it was the fossil record, not 
sophisticated radiometric dating that Gregory had to 
work with� A nod to the value of the geological record 
and to careful field observations, which both remain 
vital to modern day geological enquiry� 

As plate tectonic theory took root in the 20th century, the 
uplifted Ethiopian plateau, capped with its voluminous 
basaltic rocks, were attributed with increasing 
confidence to a deep mantle plume of hot material 
rising all the way to Earth’s surface from the core mantle 
boundary, some 2891km below� But evidence from the 
geological record alone cannot confirm or refute such 
bold hypotheses unambiguously; nor can it explain 
fully another fundamental question exemplified by the 
East African rift system: how does a continental rift, in 
which the relative motion of the plates is dominated by 
large rift faults, transition to a mid-ocean ridge seafloor 
spreading centre where it is primarily magma intrusion, 
not brittle faulting, that dominates? To address these 
issues, we must look in fine scale resolution below the 
surface, but that cannot be achieved using traditional 
field geology. Step forth, geophysics. 

Leicester has a proud track record of geophysical 
investigation in East Africa2-5� Some of the earliest 
measurements of the gravity field were made by 
Professor Aftab Khan and his colleagues in the 1960s 
and 1970s2� Their interest was the distribution of mass 
below the surface; specifically, was the crust thinned 
below the rift valley? Tiny variations in the gravity 
field showed that it probably was. Seismological 
investigations of the crust soon followed, with large 
international experiments such as KRISP (the Kenya 
Rift International Seismic Project) and EAGLE (the 
Ethiopia Afar Geoscientific Lithospheric Experiment) 
led by Peter Maguire and colleagues, using signals 
from explosions in boreholes and rift lakes, to 
image the architecture of East Africa’s rifted crust to 
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remarkably fine resolution3-5� These studies revealed 
a previously unknown role of magma in continental 
rifting� Magma, it turns out, is not just a by-product 
of continental rifting, but a fundamental part of it: the 
process of plates moving apart via magma intrusion 
into the crust begins long before a new ocean basin 
like the Red Sea is born� 

Chemical explosions like the ones detonated during 
KRISP and EAGLE are large, but only penetrate a little 
below the 30-40km extent of Earth’s crust� Illuminating 
deeper mantle structure requires a more energetic 
seismic source than dynamite and to this end we 
are indebted to one of our planet’s most hazardous 
features: earthquakes� By the 1990s seismology 
was being used routinely around the world to solve 
problems of a geological, rather than seismological, 
nature� Seismic networks were being deployed in 
regions of tectonic interest not only to detect local 
earthquakes but distant ones too� The recording of an 
earthquake, a seismogram, has an appearance that 
reflects not just the earthquake itself, but the deep 
Earth geology encountered by the seismic waves en 
route to the station� The chemistry and temperature 
of rocks at depth affects the speed at which seismic 
waves travel through them, so measuring arrival-times 
of seismic energy can be used like X-rays in medical 
tomography, to map the structure of the deep Earth� 
After crustal formation, deformation can impart fabrics 
that remain frozen, hundreds of millions of years after 
they formed� This too can be detected seismically 
rather like a remote structural geology tool� 

And so, by the early 2000s, the era of earthquake 
mantle imaging was very much under way� Networks 
of seismograph stations, powered by solar panels, in 
some of East Africa’s most remote parts, sat quietly 
for months at a time, passively recording vibrations� 
We have a good sense for the time it should take, on 
average, for seismic energy to travel from one place 
to another, whether it be Japan to Leicester, or Alaska 
to Ethiopia� But the seismic energy from earthquakes 
worldwide has one thing in common when it arrives 
in Ethiopia: it arrives late! Mantle seismic tomographic 
has used these data to reveal the African Superplume: 
a broad low seismic velocity anomaly feature that 
rises from the core mantle boundary below southern 
Africa to the surface somewhere below Ethiopia and 
northern Kenya6� The causes of the uplift and large 
volumes of igneous rocks in East Africa was, to first 
order, now explained� 

By 2018, almost all parts of East Africa had been 
visited by an earthquake seismologist and their 
seismometers. But one final frontier remained: the low-
lying region around Lake Turkana near the Ethiopian-
Kenyan border� Is the area low-lying because it has 
been rifted several times and thus has an extremely 
thin crust? Or because there is a break in dynamic 
support provided by the African Superplume? These 
are first order questions, but difficult ones to address. 
Turkana is a study area made challenging not only 
because of its harsh climate, but also by the logistical 
challenge it posed: two countries, Ethiopia and Kenya, 
to import equipment into at the same time� The 
Turkana Depression is also bisected by the world’s 
largest freshwater desert lake, Lake Turkana� Double 
the paperwork; double the driving� Would it be worth 
it? The challenge for a team of university research 
seismologists, working on the shoestring budget that 
is a research council grant would be a big one� 

Challenge accepted! In 2019, a US-UK-Ethiopia-
Kenya team that included seasoned East African 
geophysicists Cindy Ebinger from Tulane University, 
USA, and Ian Bastow from Imperial College, London, 
pooled US National Science Foundation and UK 
Natural Environment Research Council resources 
and set about the challenge of deploying the first 
seismograph network in the Turkana Depression� 
Project TRAILS (Turkana Rift Arrays Investigating 
Lithospheric Structure) was born (Figure 1a)� 
Memoranda of understanding between universities in 
four different time zones on three different continents 
were penned; equipment was shipped from New 
Mexico, USA and the UK’s seismometer pool, SEIS-UK, 
in Leicester to Nairobi and Addis Ababa, respectively� 
Planning on the ground could now begin in earnest� 
With long-standing project partners like Prof� Atalay 
Ayele at the University of Addis Ababa at the heart of 
the project once again (Ayale was an integral part of 
project EAGLE too), TRAILS was off to a racing start� 

Building a seismograph station (Figure 1b) requires a 
deep hole with a concrete plinth at the bottom of it� 
Seismometers don’t just have to be level; they must 
be kept thermally insulated in vaults too, but such 
materials are expensive to ship, so must be sourced 
locally� Add a few more items to the shopping list: 
posts to keep solar panels upright; batteries for them 
to charge and thus maintain overnight seismometer 
operation for months on end� In Ethiopia it was 
Mercato, Africa’s largest market, where all these goods 
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were sourced� (At the time of writing, neither B&Q 
nor other such familiar hardware stores have a branch 
in Addis!)� For transport, old friends sometimes make 
for the best project partners, so it was drivers and 
vehicles from Ethioder PLC who had worked on the 
EAGLE project some 20 years ago who were called 
upon again� 

Clearing seismometers through customs took time, 
but through they came and to Turkana the TRAILS 
teams travelled, all armed with official permitting 
paperwork: Team USA approached from Nairobi in 
the south; Team UK from Addis Ababa in the north� 
Seismometers operate best in quiet places, but safety 
is a concern too, so guarded places like clinics and 
schools were favoured places to build a station� The 
latter had the added benefit of inquisitive students, 
keen to learn about the Earth and the scientific 
equipment being used to study it� Such encounters 
are the highlights of any field campaign – far more 
enjoyable than the occasional but inevitable feeling 
of heatstroke or upset stomach� 

After around 6 weeks on the road in both Ethiopia and 
Kenya, the 34 seismometers of the TRAILS experiment 
were up and running� After six months, data were 
retrieved, fences repaired, and guards paid� The data 
analysis could then begin� Then enter COVID-19 
in March 2020� Wasn’t this experiment logistically 
challenging enough without the travel restrictions 
associated with a pandemic? Fortunately, with careful 
training our incredibly capable Ethiopian and Kenyan 
project partners stepped into the breach and kept the 
show on the road� A sobering thought is that many 
Africans face dangers like COVID-19 (and worse) on 
a day-to-day basis� 

TRAILS data analysis is now well under way� Up and 
coming seismology star, Rita Kounoudis at Imperial 
College London has published the first constraints 
on Turkana Depression mantle seismic structure7 
(Figure 2) The mantle below the Depression does 
not, it seems, lack in its ability to support the region 
as it does to the north and south below the uplifted 
Ethiopian and East African plateaus respectively, so 
work is now under way to study the region’s crustal 
structure too� The results of Earth Science experiments 
invariably spring a surprise and TRAILS is no exception 
to the rule� A fast wavespeed band of material marking 
southernmost Ethiopia? No-one predicted that, but it 
appears to have influenced linkage of the East African 
rift through the Depression and into Kenya� The more 
we look, the more we’ll find. If only Edward Suess and 
John Gregory were here to see it� 

 

Figure 1a: The TRAILS seismograph network in the Turkana 
Depression. Inverted triangles are seismograph station 

locations. Triangles are volcanoes. Black lines are rift faults. 
After Kounoudis et al., (2020). 

Figure 1b: Building a seismograph station in the grounds of 
a remote school on the Ethiopian-Kenyan border near the 

shores of Lake Turkana. 
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Figure 2: Summary diagram illustrating 
the tectonic and geodynamic 

processes operating in the Turkana 
Depression as determined by project 

TRAILS results so far. Blue and red 
regions signify high and low seismic 

wavespeeds, respectively. After 
Kounoudis et al., (2021). 
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ROSES, LEEKS AND WATER LILIES: IMPRESSIONIST 
PAINTERS IN THE GARDEN

Professor Clare A.P. Willsdon, FRHistS, FSA (Scot), FHEA, FRSA 
Professor of the History of Western Art, University of Glasgow

Lecture delivered on 26th April 2021

Gardens were a key inspiration in the French Impressionists’ radical new art, as they sought to portray effects 
of open air and the world they saw around them. 

Fig. 1 Claude Monet, Water Lilies, 1906, 
The Art Institute of Chicago. 

Image: Creative Commons Zero (CC0) 
Public Domain Designation

As well as Claude Monet’s famed garden at Giverny, 
with its cascades of roses and pond dotted with 
water lilies (Fig. 1), we find, for example, Pierre-
Auguste Renoir delighting in his semi-wild garden 
in Montmartre (Fig� 3), Berthe Morisot capturing her 
young daughter at play amidst hollyhocks at Bougival, 
and Camille Pissarro painting the cabbages and blue-
green leeks of kitchen gardens (Fig� 2)�

However, since the first President of the Leicester 
Literary and Philosophical Society was a doctor, Sir 
Henry Halford, I thought it might be interesting to 
explore in particular the intriguing relationship of 
the ‘Impressionist garden’ with health and wellbeing� 
Pissarro, after all, called Impressionism itself ‘a 
healthy art based on sensation’,i whilst already in 

1863, the poet Charles Baudelaire, much admired by 
the Impressionists, had called for the modern artist 
to be like a ‘convalescent’, who, ‘in the aftermath of 
a physical illness’, is supremely receptive to sensory 
experience – to what Baudelaire suggestively termed 
‘brightly-coloured impressions’�ii

We should first note in this context that the sensory 
appeal of gardens was itself immensely enriched in the 
era of Impressionism. New scientific understanding of 
hybridisation, exotic species introduced through trade 
and empire, and the advent of glasshouses combined 
to fill gardens with ever more flamboyant, colourful, 
or strongly-scented flowers and plants.iii The first 
hybrid tea rose, ‘La France’, was developed in Lyon 
in 1867, the year that Monet also painted Women in 
the Garden (Musée d’Orsay, Paris), showing his future 
wife Camille in a private garden filled with roses. With 
its implied exchange of rose bouquets, this important 
early Impressionist work reinvents in modern terms 
the historic ‘garden of love’�iv

Other flowers much hybridised in the nineteenth 
century included dahlias (grown and painted 
especially by Monet, Renoir and Caillebotte), and 
water lilies� The new coloured and scented hybrid 
water lilies developed from the 1880s by the grower 
Joseph Bory Latour-Marliac directly inspired Monet’s 
creation of his pond at Giverny� Leicester University’s 
Botanic Garden still grows today the pale pink 
Nymphaea Marliacea rosea�v

Social change following the French Revolution 
meanwhile popularised leisure gardening and 
‘decorative’ floriculture, whilst public gardens and 
tree-lined streets were central to Baron Haussmann’s 
creation for Napoleon III of a modern hygienic Paris 
in the 1850s and 60s – green lungs above ground to 
partner the new sewers below ground� The new Paris 
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gardens were also statements of Napoleon’s power: 
the world brought to France via horticulture� The 
new Buttes Chaumont park, filled with exotic plants, 
was thus landscaped to look like an exotic mountain 
range, complete with artificial lake, mock Tunisian 
pavilion, and a railway line�vi

However, the Impressionists’ vision of Paris stands 
notably at odds with what Haussmann called his 
‘regularisation’ of the city� Monet took a subversively 
angled viewpoint across Haussmann’s straight 
perspectives, to focus on old Paris in his Garden of 
the Princess (1867, Allen Memorial Art Museum, 
Oberlin, Ohio), whilst Pissarro’s liking for traditional 
peasant gardens reflects his emergent sympathy with 
Anarchism, a movement that valued rural communities 
working the land for mutual benefit. Pissarro’s Kitchen 
Gardens at L’Hermitage, Pontoise (Fig� 2) is structured 
round a figure ploughing in preparation for the new 

season, even as women gather the last of the harvest, 
to fill the pot with nourishing food.

And here we return to the theme of health and 
wellbeing� For in the wake of the Franco-Prussian 
War and Paris Commune of 1870-1, Impressionist 
garden imagery offered a powerful vision of France 
herself again in bloom; a return of the nation to health 
after war and civil uprising� If the Impressionists’ 
patrons included some of the medical doctors who 
flourished under the Third Republic that had come 
to power in 1870, then Georges Clemenceau, who 
practised medicine in Montmartre before becoming 
French premier in the early twentieth century, was 
instrumental in Monet’s gift to the French State in 1918 
of his Water Lily murals� Created as a First World War 
Memorial for the Orangerie in Paris, these substituted 
flowers that open to the light – water lilies – for the 
death and destruction of yet further conflict.vii 

Fig. 2 Camille Pissarro, Kitchen Gardens at L’Hermitage, 1874, National Galleries Scotland.  
Image: CC by NC https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/5646/kitchen-gardens-lhermitage-pontoise
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The phenomenon of the ‘artist’s garden’, planted as 
well as painted by the artist, came to the fore with 
Impressionism, and was especially evocative of health 
and wellbeing� Whereas, in Paris, Monet had eschewed 
Haussmann’s showy horticulture, he grew many of 
the latest flowers in his own garden at Argenteuil in 
the 1870s, as part of a mutual flourishing of human 
and plant worlds� An Epiphyllum, a new import from 
Mexico, appears, for example, in the right foreground 
of The Artist’s House at Argenteuil (Cover picture), 
and Monet tellingly signs his name right under this, 
as if to draw attention to his horticultural as much as 
his artistic achievements� At the centre of the garden, 
meanwhile, Monet’s young son Jean plays with 
his hoop, watched from the house by Monet’s wife 
Camille; an image of familial harmony, as well as a 
reflection perhaps of the ‘child garden’ ideal of the 
progressive educationist Friedrich Froebel, whom the 
new Third Republic admired�viii 

In Monet’s The Lunch: Decorative Panel (Musée d’Orsay, 
Paris), painted the same year, Jean again plays in the 
garden, but now with a constructional toy; a further 
suggestive detail in the context of efforts to rebuild 
France after the War and Commune� Flowers bloom in 
profusion, and the viewer is made to feel part of the idyll, 
since the table in the foreground bearing the remains of 
a simple meal of bread, fruit, wine and coffee is cut by 
the picture frame, so it ‘stands’ in our world too� How 
vivid such imagery must have seemed in its day! One’s 
own little corner of ‘healing’ nature, after the terrible 
events of 1870-1, when the Prussian siege of Paris had 
forced its citizens to eat even rats! Renoir’s views of 
his garden in Montmartre, just a few steps from where 
Communards had been shot in 1871, similarly make 
its abundant growth seem almost to cascade into our 
space (Fig� 3)� If ecologists promote biodiverse habitat 
‘patches’ in cities today, something of the sort was 
already celebrated in pictures such as this� 

Fig. 3 Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Woman with a Parasol in a Garden, 18675, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid. Image © 
Fundación Colección Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
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Monet nonetheless called the garden he created at 
Giverny from the late 1880s his ‘most beautiful work 
of art’, and commented shortly before he died that 
‘you will see my garden in Spring’�ix The ‘Impressionist 
garden’ in this sense transcended even death� Pissarro 
certainly looked to the future by portraying his wife 
Julie planting seeds in their kitchen garden at Eragny 
in the 1890s; the sunflowers in the background were 
gifts from his friend Octave Mirbeau,x and Julie also 
grew irises from Monet� The ‘artist’s garden’ here 
evokes psychological as well as physical wellbeing, 
through flowers closely associated with friends. 
We can see why anthropologists today call gardens 
‘attachment environments’; places with which we 
engage emotionally�xi 

Monet’s exhibition in 1876 of his Lunch painting under 
the title simply of Decorative Panel explicitly endows 
the garden with affective power, to act on the mood 
or thoughts of those using the room it adorns� Monet’s 
colleague Caillebotte in turn painted close-up views 
of garden flowers as murals for his home at Petit-
Gennevilliers in the 1890s, and Monet’s Water Lily 
‘Decorations’ for the Orangerie still further developed 
this interaction of art, garden and wellbeing� Adorning 
the walls of two elliptical rooms, the Orangerie Water 
Lilies physically encircle the viewer with water, 
reflections, and flowers; Monet is reported to have 
wanted ‘nerves taut from overwork [to be] ��� relaxed 
��� in a refuge for peaceful meditation at the centre of 
a flowering aquarium’.xii 

In these varied ways, we might see the ‘Impressionist 
garden’ as reinventing, but also expanding, the 
historical association of gardens and medicine 
through the growing of simples, healing plants� Murals 
painted in the late 1880s for the Ecole de Pharmacie in 
Paris by the Impressionists’ younger colleague, Albert 
Besnard, hark back to this tradition, by portraying a sick 
woman being given medicine from plants� However, 
as she then steps outdoors, into a sunlit garden, it is 
the movement of a child running to greet her that 
prompts her own. If this imagery reflects the recent 
discoveries of Dr Jean-Martin Charcot – the tutor of 
Sigmund Freud – about the power of visual suggestion 
in healing, the scheme as a whole brings us back to 
Pissarro’s description of Impressionism as a ‘healthy 
art’� Equally, it anticipates Monet’s comment in 1925 
– as he recovered from the operation arranged by 
Clemenceau for his debilitating cataracts, and painted 
his rose-garden at Giverny in joyous celebration – that 
he had found a ‘second youth’�xiii 

Impressionist gardens were, in short, not just pretty 
scenes for chocolate boxes, but art intended to renew 
and sustain, and they have much in turn to say to us 
today, as we grapple with coronavirus and climate 
change, and look to our gardens for hope and solace�

i Camille Pissarro, letter to Lucien Pissarro, no� 661, 13 
May 1891, in Correspondence de Camille Pissarro (ed� J� 
Bailly-Herzberg), Vol� III, Paris, 1988, p� 82�

ii Charles Baudelaire, ‘The Painter of Modern Life’, 1863, 
in The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays by Charles 
Baudelaire (transl� and ed� J� Mayne), London, 1964, pp� 
7-8�

iii See C�A�P� Willsdon, In the Gardens of Impressionism, 
London, 2004, pp� 56-60, Impressionist Gardens, exh� 
cat�, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, 2010, pp� 
14-16, and ‘Making the Modern Garden’, in A� Dumas 
et al, Painting the Modern Garden, exh� cat�, Royal 
Academy of Arts, London, 2015, pp� 29-41�

iv See Willsdon, In the Gardens, pp� 75-85�
v See C� Holmes, Water Lilies: And Bory Latour-Marliac, 

the Genius Behind Monet’s Water Lilies, Garden Art 
Press, 2015�

vi Haussmann’s Paris gardens, including the parc des Buttes 
Chaumont, are recorded in A� Alphand, Les Promenades 
de Paris, 2 vols, Paris, 1867-73� See also L� Limido, L’Art 
des jardins sous le second Empire: Jean-Pierre Barillet-
Deschamps (1824-1873), Seyssel, 2002� 

vii The history of the Water Lily murals is recounted in V� 
Spate, Claude Monet: the Colour of Time, London, 1992, 
pp� 269-316; P� Hayes-Tucker et al, Monet in the 20th 

Century, exh� cat�, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston and 
Royal Academy of Arts, London, 1998, pp� 64-85; and 
https://www.musee-orangerie.fr/en/article/history-
water-lilies-cycle.

viii Willsdon, Impressionist Gardens, pp� 146-7 (Epiphyllum 
and Froebel)� 

ix J�-P� Hoschedé, Claude Monet ce mal connu: initimitié 
familiale d’un demi-siècle à Giverny de 1883 à 1926, 
Vol� 1, p� 70; F� Thiébault-Sisson, ‘About Claude Monet’, 
Le Temps, 8 Jan� 1927, in C� Stuckey (ed�), Monet: A 
Retrospective, 1985, p� 349�

x The Artist’s Garden at Eragny, 1898, National Gallery 
of Art, Washington, D�C; Vegetable Garden, Overcast 
Morning, Eragny, 1901, Philadelpia Museum of Art�

xi See Willsdon, Impressionist Gardens, p� 14�
xii C� Roger-Marx, ‘Les Nymphéas de Claude Monet’, 1909, 

in Stuckey, Monet, p� 267�
xiii Quoted in Willsdon, Impressionist Gardens, p� 172�
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PRESIDENTS’ REPORTS

Report by Mrs Gillian Johnston for the period  
April 2020 to January 2021

As mentioned in the previous annual report, The Literary and Philosophical Society was faced with the 
unprecedented challenge of the Covid-19 pandemic. I therefore agreed to continue as President until the 
delayed start of the next season and work closely with the President-elect, Dr Bridget Towle, while the Council 
planned how best to proceed. 

Full Council met by Zoom on several occasions 
between June and December� Alison Yarrington and the 
programme sub-committee did sterling work during 
this time, contacting speakers to rearrange their slots 
and establishing whether they would be prepared to 
give a Zoom lecture, if the museum remained closed 
and/or social distancing continued� 

During this time Professor John Fothergill took the 
lead in investigating the best way of delivering 
lectures via Zoom and how best to communicate 
with members� Three models were considered and 
Council fully endorsed using Zoom and that the 
start of the next season should be January 2021� 
Professor Fothergill also suggested that two informal 
Zoom lectures should be given before the start of the 
season to check the technology and also to iron out 
any difficulties members might have in accessing the 
lecture� These were held on December 7th and January 
11th� Our thanks must be given to Professor Fothergill 
and Professor Nigel Wood who were willing to be 
our “guineapig” speakers� The two trial lectures were 
a great success, attracting not just a local audience 
but also a national and international one� Professor 
Fothergill incorporated clear guidance on how to 
zoom at the beginning of these lectures, which was 
much appreciated� The choice of the two informal 
lectures reflected the breadth of the Society’s interests: 
the first being about the development of transatlantic 
cables to relay messages under the sea and Professor 
Wood gave an insightful lecture on Jane Austen as 
a social commentator who could be critical of the 
attitudes of her time� 

Members of the Society would be given an annual 
access code when they paid their annual subscription 
and Eventbrite would be used so that non-members 
could also participate� With the likelihood of last-
minute changes to the programme agreed for 2021, 

Council decided not to print the Annual Programme 
Card and encouraged members to consult the website 
for up-to-date information� 

The Council is extremely grateful to Alan Cann 
(Natural History Section) and Roger Latham (Geology 
Section) for their timely advice as both sub-sections 
had already delivered some lectures by Zoom� I would 
also like to acknowledge the advice and support given 
by Ned Newitt, the Director of The Leicester Secular 
Society� 

All members of the Society received a letter outlining 
our plans in August and it was encouraging to 
note that all feedback was extremely positive� 
Subscriptions were collected in November and David 
and Joan Beeson did an amazing job collating all the 
information that needed to be sent to members and 
ensuring that the annual Transactions of the Society 
were delivered by post� 

Rob Purdy deserves a special mention as he ensured 
that all the reports sent to members were in a 
standardised format� It was pleasing to see so many 
members attending the Annual Members Meeting 
held on 19 October2020� 

During this period Dr Geoffrey Lewis resigned as 
Transaction’s Editor� The society is grateful for the long 
service he has given in this role and for providing the 
Council with a job description for his replacement� 
Three members’ names were put forward and I was 
delighted that Mr Nigel Siesage agreed to take on the 
role and also join the Council� 

Professor Katie Normington was welcomed in her new 
role as Vice-Chancellor of De Montfort University and 
asked to appoint a representative to the Council� This 
is Dr Jamie Sherry, who already has some knowledge 
of the Society� 
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Finally, a former President, Robert Plant has been 
added to The Who’s Who of Radical Leicester (giving 
obituaries of local people who wanted social change), 
compiled by Ned Newitt; and John Shaw Pollard (a 
current member) has published a book about his 
ancestor, George Shaw, who was a co- founder of the 
Society� Permission has been given to Adam Suddaby 

to use our archive photographs of the Gimson Family 
in his soon to be published book about Inglewood 
House, and to the Museum Service who wish to 
incorporate the photograph of Kenneth Holmes, a 
former President, in an exhibition about the Blitz in 
Leicester� 

Report by Dr Bridget Towle for the period January – March 2021
Through the efforts of several Council members, 
the 2020-21 season for the Leicester Literary and 
Philosophical Society was able to commence on 25 
January 2021� Prior to this date, the President, Gillian 
Johnston, had led the team taking the decisions to 
make the delivery of the spring lecture programme to 
members’ computer screens possible� The Programme 
Secretary, Professor Alison Yarrington, gained the 
cooperation and agreement of lecturers to present 
through Zoom� Inevitably changes to the programme 
were necessary, but a full and attractive season of 
lectures was delivered� The responsibility for the 
technical aspect of the delivery of lectures was taken 
by Professor John Fothergill� Through the months from 
January to the end of April lectures were delivered 
every fortnight; on the alternate Mondays Professor 
Fothergill held technical rehearsals with the speakers� 
The Society is most grateful to these three Council 
members and others who supported them in making 
the delivery of the programme occur� Of course, 
members also had a steep learning curve, but the 
mysteries of Zoom were soon conquered� 

I was honoured to become the President of the Society, 
the role commencing by giving a lecture on ‘The rise 
and fall of an industry – Hosiery in Leicestershire�’ 
The following programme was of a high standard, 
each lecture attracting around 100 people with some 
as visitors watching from well beyond Leicestershire 
and Rutland� The Peach lecture brought a particularly 
large audience to hear Craig Bennett, the CEO of 
The Wildlife Trusts talk about positive plans for the 
environment� The evening was hosted and promoted 
by the University of Leicester� The joint lecture 
with the Natural History Section given by John 
Clarkson provided details of the Leicestershire and 
Rutland nature recovery programme� The arts were 
covered by three lectures, including the inaugural 
FL Attenborough Lecture given by The Hon Michael 
Attenborough, as well as a lecture on Storytelling with 

a social purpose given by Professor Mike Wilson; and 
to complete the season a very well-illustrated lecture 
on Impressionist painters in the garden by Professor 
Clare Willsdon� Science was represented by Professor 
Sarah Hainsworth, who showed some daunting 
pictures to demonstrate Micrographia Updated: from 
materials to Richard III, whilst Dr Ian Bastow gave the 
joint Geology section lecture about using Seismology 
to understand the movement of tectonic plates based 
on his research in Ethiopia� 

The Annual Schools lecture sponsored by the Lit and 
Phil was given on the 25 March by Associate Professor 
Suzie Imber of the University of Leicester� Students 
watching on Zoom were enthralled by her use of 
space exploration to illustrate important life skills� 
We are grateful to the Head of South Wigston High 
School, Mrs Sue Webb, who coordinated schools to 
offer the opportunity to many students, and to Council 
members Ann Fuchs and Hilary Lewis for recruiting 
an excellent speaker� 

The Society is grateful to members of Council 
who in new demanding circumstances undertook 
responsibilities� Dr Diana Thurston and Mrs Ann Fuchs 
continued to promote the lectures while Rob Purdy 
as Hon Treasurer faithfully looked after the Society’s 
accounts and funds� I was grateful to John Heard as 
Hon Secretary for his knowledge of procedures in 
uncertain times� 

Whilst at present the method of delivering the future 
2021-22 programme is not resolved, it is certain that 
the excellent lecture series planned by the Programme 
Secretary, supported by her committee, will be 
enjoyed by the membership� The Society in the past 
year has shown great resilience and adaptability, 
which provides confidence for the future. 
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LEICESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY SECTION C – GEOLOGY

Committee 2020-21

Chair Vacant

Vice-Chair Roger Latham 

Secretary & Membership Secretary Gavin Drummond 

Treasurer Roger Latham 

Winter Programme Secretary Dr Tom Harvey 

Field Meetings Secretary Robert Tripp 

‘Charnia’ Editor Dr Brian Waters 

Webmaster Robert Tripp 

Student Representative Will Crabbe 

Data Protection Officer Dr Brian Waters 

Committee Members

Dr Anthony Fletcher

Dennis Gamble

Dr Kieren Blacker (pro tem)

As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic and the 
associated lockdowns, there were no conventional 
meetings, but some members took advantage of 
outing(s) arranged by other associations�

In lieu of summer outings, there was an extended 
virtual programme, through Zoom, of lectures 
provided both by the Section and other associations, 

added as prequel to winter programmes� Most notable 
associations are the WGCG (Warwickshire Geology 
Conservation Group) and the YGS (Yorkshire Geology 
Society)� The upside of this arrangement has been that 
the pool of presenters is limited only by time-zone 
differences� 

The programme of these for 2020-21 is summarised below� Synopses may be seen at the Section’s website at 
https://www.charnia.org.uk/styled/styled-7/ The Section also has a presence on YouTube� 

Wednesday 8th July
Contrasting Islands: the geology of Eigg and Rum
Angus Miller (Secretary, Scottish Geology Trust)
Analogous Mudstone Successions from the 
Yorkshire Coast and the USA (YGS)
Professor Kevin Taylor (University of Manchester)

Wednesday 19th August
Mining in North Wales
Robert W� Vernon BSc MSc PhD CGeol FGS (Rtd)

Wednesday 16th September
Jurassic calamari: new research on fossil squid-
like cephalopods from the Wessex Basin
Professor Malcolm Hart (Emeritus Professor, 
University of Plymouth)

Wednesday 30th September
Understanding Earth’s climate during the 
Cambrian radiation of animals
Dr Tom Wong-Hearing (Leicester & 
Ghent, Belgium)

Wednesday 14th October
50 years of plate tectonics: past, current, and 
future, questions
Dr Marco Maffione (University of Birmingham)

Wednesday 21st October
From Coprolites to Cholera, the extraordinary 
life of William Buckland
Peter Lincoln (PhD Researcher, University of East 
Anglia)

Thursday 22nd October
What does a Geologist do for a Cathedral? (YGS)
Dr Mike Ashton (Ashton Geology Ltd)

Wednesday 28th October
Fire and Rain: exploring the links between 
weather, climate, and volcanism
Dr Jamie Farquharson (University of Miami)
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Tuesday 10th November
Geology of the Cononish Gold Deposit and 
Exploring for Gold in Scotland (YGS)
Charlie King (Scotgold Resources Ltd�)

Wednesday 18th November
The Jurassic Coast: the biggest story on Earth 
(WGCG)
Richard Edmonds (geologist and fossil collector, 
former Earth Science Manager for the Site; and 
the first warden of the Charmouth Heritage 
Coast Centre)

Tuesday 24th November
The rise and fall of the dinosaurs (North of 
England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 
Engineers)
Prof� Steve Brusatte (University of Edinburgh)

Tuesday 1st December
Minerals of the East Midlands (Geological 
Society (EM))
Roy Starkey�

Wednesday 2nd December
How useful is legacy oil and gas data for 
nascent geoenergy activities onshore the 
United Kingdom?
Mark T Ireland (Newcastle University)

Wednesday 9th December
The History and Hidden Gems of the Lapworth 
Museum of Geology (WGCG)
Aerona Moore (Learning and Engagement Officer 
at the Lapworth Museum of Geology)

Wednesday 13th December
Lava Delta Systems on the Northeast Atlantic 
Margin - The Value of Core: from Continental 
shelf to Book shelf
Kirstie Wright (Heriot-Watt University)

Wednesday 20th January
Castle Bank: a new Ordovician Burgess Shale-
type fauna from Wales
Dr Joseph P Botting (Honorary Research Fellow at 
the National Museum Wales)

Thursday 21st January
Geology of Islay (YGS)
David Webster

Wednesday 10th February
Charnwood’s Canadian Cousins: Recent 
Geological Discoveries from Newfoundland, and 
How They Inform Our Knowledge of England’s 
Oldest Fossils
Dr Jack Matthews (Oxford University Museum) 

Wednesday 10th March
Earthquakes, normal faulting, and hazard in 
central Italy
Dr Zoe Mildon (UKRI Future Leaders Fellow 
Quake 4D project & University of Plymouth)

Wednesday 17th March
An Introduction to the Geology of Iceland
Stuart Blake (Director Lochranza Centre, Arran)

Wednesday 24th March
Discovery of a meteorite ejecta layer at the base 
of palaeocene lavas, Isle of Skye, NW Scotland
Dr Simon M Drake (Research Associate, 
Birkbeck, UCL)

Wednesday 31st March
The keys to the past: a mixed-methods approach 
to reconstructing the 1812 eruption of La 
Soufrière St. Vincent
Dr Jazmin P� Scarlett (Historical and Social 
Volcanologist)

Monday 12th April
Ethiopia from top to bottom: using seismology 
to understand how tectonic plates rise, split, 
then fall
Dr Ian Bastow (Senior Lecturer in Seismology, 
Imperial College, London)
This lecture formed part of the Literary and 
Philosophical Society’s main programme�

Wednesday 21st April
The Life and Work of Henry Clifton Sorby: 
Sheffields’ Greatest Scientist
Dr Noel Worley (British Gypsum, rtd)

Wednesday 19th May
Iapetus No More – the continental collision that 
shaped Scotland
Angus Miller (Trustee of Scottish Geology Trust)
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NATURAL HISTORY SECTION  
ANNUAL REPORT 2020

Officers

Chairperson: Mrs� H� Graves 

Treasurer: Mr� R� Parry

Secretary: Mrs�  R� Hayes

Intranet Editor Mr� A� Cann

Minutes Secretary: Vacant post

Newsletter Editor: Mrs   P� Khodabakhsh

Winter Programme Co-ord�:  Mr� R� Graves

Summer Programme Co-ord�:  Vacant post

Committee: Mrs� J� Harris

 Mrs C� Drummond

 Mr� P�Thompson

The AGM of 1st April 2020 had to be cancelled due 
to a national lockdown as a result of Covid-19� The 
lockdown was implemented on 21st March 2020, 
preventing all meetings taking place�

John Tinning had to step down from the role of 
Chairperson for personal reasons� He had shared this 
role with Hazel Graves for a number of years, and 
previously with Ivan Pedley� Later in 2020, Peter 
Thompson had to step down from his role as Treasurer 
for personal reasons� He has agreed to remain on the 
Committee and Russell Parry was elected to take over 
the role of Treasurer�

The Society is indebted to both John Tinning and 
Peter Thompson for their immense contribution to the 
Section over many years�

Hazel Graves continues to act as our representative on 
the Parent Body Council� The Committee welcomed 
Alan Cann to the role of Intranet Editor�

Committee Meetings 2020

1. Spring Meeting
Thursday 27th February
The main item for discussion was planning Winter 
Programme 2020–21� A wide range of topics and 
speakers  was discussed� It was agreed to change 
from two Committee meetings to three a year� 
This would allow us to focus on the Winter and 
Summer Programmes and then also other Section 
business� This would also allow us to plan further 
ahead, making publicity easier�

2. Extra Meeting by Zoom
Wednesday 6th May
It was agreed to send out Spring Newsletter 
electronically as printing was not possible� Some 
paper copies were created for those not having 
e-mail access�

The Summer Programme was cancelled in its 
entirety due to Covid-19�

It was decided to experiment with virtual Zoom 
meetings over the Summer, encouraging members 
to share sightings, experiences etc�  

A provisional Winter Programme was created� 
Dates were agreed� There was a discussion 
regarding the feasibility of meetings by Zoom as 
physical meetings were in doubt�

3. Extra Meeting by Zoom
Wednesday 12th August
The Committee introduced a series of Summer 
Zoom meetings, focussed on members sharing 
interesting information about local wildlife� These 
meetings were enjoyed by those attending, though 
numbers were small� If these meetings need to be 
re-instated due to Covid restrictions, we would 
consider a more structured format�

It was agreed that the Winter Programme would be 
by virtual Zoom meetings, as meetings in person 
were still prohibited�

4. Autumn meeting by Zoom
Wednesday 11th November    
The first Zoom meetings proved successful with a 
good number of members being involved� These 
Zoom meetings also attracted wider interest and 
hence the Section has gained new members�
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The Summer Programme 2021 was put on hold as 
lockdown was becoming increasingly stringent� 

The main focus was on the Winter Programme 
2021–22. Meetings will be on the first Wednesday 
of the month and could be physical and/or virtual 
meetings� Speakers and topics were discussed�

Winter meetings were held monthly at the New Walk 
Museum to hear the following speakers�  The average 
attendance was 35 members and 3 guests� 

January 15th

Leicester’s Peregrine Project.
Jim Graham, President, Leics� And Rutland 
Ornithological Society

February 19th

W.W.W. Falklands.
Gianpiero Ferrari F�R�P�S�

March 9th

Wildlife Recording in Changing Times.
Brian Eversham, C�E�O� Beds�, Cambs�, and 
Northants� Wildlife Trust
Joint Meeting with the Parent Body, Main Art 
Gallery, New Walk Museum

March 25th

AGM – CANCELLED due to Covid 19�

The Summer Programme of field meetings was 
completely cancelled due to Covid-19�

Winter meetings were held monthly by Zoom as 
physical meetings were still not allowed due to 
lockdown, in respect of Covid-19�

October 7 
Biodiversity in Leicestershire in 2040
John Clarkson, Head of Conservation, LRWT 

November 4th

Garden Moth Trapping – The Good, The Bad & 
The Ugly
Adrian Russell, County Moth Recorder 

December 2nd

Are there any saprophytes in the British flora?
Dr Richard Gornall, Director, Botanic Gardens, 
University of Leicester�
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LEICESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY ANNUAL STUDENT AWARDS 2021

The Loughborough University recipient is 
Izabel Radley, a graduating student in the 
School of English.

Her dissertation was on ‘Ghost Signs and Their 
Fictional Afterlives: An Ekphrastic Approach to 
Fading, Hand-painted Signs’� It focused on four 
ghost signs located along Nottingham Road in 
Loughborough� Ghost signs are old, hand-painted 
signage that have faded over time, yet remain on the 
side of buildings as indicators of forgotten places and 
products� Izabel explored these fading signs through 
a creative lens, observing and researching them as 
subjects for prose poetry and short fiction. With this 
ekphrastic approach, she viewed the ghost signs as 
individual entities and sources of creative inspiration� 
By their very appearance and physicality, they are 
embodiments of temporality and nostalgia, decay 
and survival - and they each tell a story of their past� 
They are signs transformed into ekphrastic subjects, 
into an imaginative and aesthetic experience that she 
endeavoured to represent and preserve�

The University of Leicester Prize was 
awarded to Evelyn Loy, who is a student 
on the Spanish and English BA course.

Evelyn, a final year student, won the prize for an essay 
which was part of the module on Feminist Fiction� In 
it she discussed rape myths in two texts – The Bluest 
Eye by Toni Morrison (1970) and Union Street by Pat 
Barker (1982)�

The De Montfort University Prize 
was awarded to Nadiyah Patel, who 
was the winner of the Joint Honours/
Interdisciplinary Study Dissertation 
Award

The subject of the dissertation was ‘Big Brother is 
watching you’: An Analysis of Surveillance and Social 
Control in Mid-Twentieth Century Speculative and 
Science Fiction Literature�’

Nadiyah’s dissertation analyses the representation 
of surveillance and social control in mid-twentieth 
century speculative and science fiction literature. 
This is explored through Aldous Huxley’s Brave New 
World (1932), Karin Boye’s Kallocain (1940), George 
Orwell’s 1984 (1949) and Philip K� Dick’s A Scanner 
Darkly (1977)� Using elements of surveillance theory 
and sociological theories on power and control, it 
argues how surveillance and invasive technological 
advancements are used as tools of oppression� This 
dissertation looks at multiple themes in relation to 
surveillance and social control which are examined 
over two self-contained chapters� Systematically, each 
chapter moves from examining the broader aspects of 
social control, such as controlling society as a whole, 
and narrows down to control of the individual and the 
mind� In this way, it provides a methodical analysis 
of observing surveillance and social control from the 
public sphere down to the private sphere� 
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LEICESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY 
LECTURE PROGRAMME 2020–2021

7 December 2020
Messages under the Sea
Professor John Fothergill, Hon� Visiting Professor, 
University of Leicester

11 January 2021
The Unfashionable Jane Austen
Professor Nigel Wood, Professor of Literature, 
Loughborough University

25 January 2021
The President’s Address 
The Rise and Fall of an Industry – Hosiery in 
Leicestershire
Dr Bridget Towle, CBE 

8 February 2021 
Storytelling with a social purpose, or how we are 
trying to change the world, one story at a time
Professor Mike Wilson PhD FRSA FHEA, 
Professor of Drama, Head of Creative Arts 
and Director of the Storytelling Academy, 
Loughborough University  
Sponsored by Loughborough University

22 February 2021 
Micrographia Updated: From Materials to 
Richard III
Professor Sarah Hainsworth, OBE, Pro-Vice-
Chancellor and Executive Dean for the School of 
Engineering and Applied Science, Aston University 
Sponsored by the Royal Society of Chemistry

1 March 2021
Why the 2020s Could and Should Be the Decade 
for Nature’s Recovery
Craig Bennett, Chief Executive of The Wildlife Trusts  
The Peach Lecture, organised jointly with the 
University of Leicester

8 March 2021
Nature Recovery Network
John Clarkson, Head of Conservation, 
Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust 
Joint Lecture with the Natural History Section

22 March 2021
Do the Arts Have Any Role in Education?
The Hon� Michael Attenborough CBE, D Litt�  
The inaugural F.L. Attenborough Lecture 

12 April 2021
Ethiopia from top to bottom: Using seismology 
to understand how tectonic plates rise, split, 
then fall
Dr Ian Bastow, Senior Lecturer in Seismology, 
Imperial College London 
Joint Lecture with the Geology Section 

26 April 2021
Roses, Leeks, and Water Lilies: Impressionist 
Painters in the Garden
Professor Clare Willsdon, Professor of the History 
of Western Art, University of Glasgow 
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